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Broadsheet Office
Broadsheet office:
61 Victoria St West, Auckland.
Ph: 378-954
Hours:
Tuesday to Friday 9 am to 2 pm (roughly)

W hat you can do to help Broadsheet
Subscriptions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Renew your sub promptly when it expires.
Buy gift subscriptions for mothers, friends and
birthday presents.
Take out a sub for your doctor’s/dentist’s waiting
room , staffrooms, play centre, club etc.
Ask your local library if they have a subscription if not, then suggest they get one.
Send an extra dollar or two to cover the cost o f
increased sub if you took yours out at the old
price.

Promotion
1.

2.
3.
4.

Send to Broadsheet for a couple o f free samples to
leave around wherever women sit/wait/read. eg
doctor, dentist, waiting rooms, staffrooms, offices,
kindergarten, play centre, Plunket etc.
Put a car sticker in your car - write to Broadsheet
for a free one.
Get your local bookseller to put a Broadsheet in
her/his window.
Mention Broadsheet regularly in your group’s
newsletter - perhaps a tear-off sub form.

Advertising
1.

2.

Pull any strings you can to obtain advertising - we
need some revenue from this. Send to us for info
sheet on rates etc.
Advertise your own product/business or put in a
small classified ad.

Sales
1.

2.

Ask your local bookseller if they sell it - if not,
show it to them and persuade them to try a few a
month. Let us know how many each month they’ d
like to have invoiced out to them (40c each to
booksellers).
Undertake to sell a number o f Broadsheets each
month to your friends/fellow workers/neighbours/
groups. Remember if you order 15 or more you
get them at 40 cents each and you /y ou r group
keeps the profits.

Production
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Offer to help recycle envelopes.
Offer to help 1 day per month enveloping.
Offer to help type/typeset.
Offer to do graphics/photos.
Send us articles.
Send us envelopes for recycling. These can be

posted to us or brought into our offices. Just poke
them through the hole in the door if we’re not
there. Our thanks to city office workers who are
bringing piles o f envelopes from their work.

Sending articles to Broadsheet
When submitting poetry enclose a stamped addressed
envelope, and also specify whether you want any
comments on your work or just an acceptance or
rejection.
When submitting articles to Broadsheet please make ~ure
they are typed on one side o f paper only and with the
widest spacing possible between lines. Please also enclose
a stamped addressed envelope. There are approximately
1200 words in one complete page o f Broadsheet copy.
G ood lengths for article are 1500 words (2 page article),
2500 words (3 page article), 3500 words (4 page article).
It helps us if you roughly count up the words in your
article and write that on it.
When you finish writing an article get a friend or friends
to read it. They can often make helpful suggestions for
improvements. When we have worked for some time on
an article - we are often unable to judge it clearly as we
know what we wanted to say and therefore read sense
into sentences which to someone else might appear
unclear or ambiguous. Check spelling, particularly o f
words which might be unfamiliar to us eg brand names,
place names etc.

Equipment
In response to our request for a vacuum cleaner we were
given four; we kept one for ourselves and gave the others
to Halfway House and two solo mothers who didn’t have
them. We also received a broom and now only need the
following:
scales (for weighing mail)
small calculator
hole puncher
desk with drawers
typewriter
dictionary

Closing dates for copy
Closing dates for copy for the next few issues are
July
June 7 for coming events
August
no issue
September July 20 for articles
August 7 for coming events.
October
August 20 for articles
September 7 for coming events.
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“ Cohabitation" and the
unemployment benefit.
Dear Broadsheet,
Upon recently becoming unemployed,
due to redundancy, I have had need to
claim the Unemployment Benefit. I
made the usual applications to Social
Welfare and Labour Departments only
to learn.that there is Government
legislation stating that any solo woman
seeking this benefit can be refused if
she has any connection with a man.
This connection may only be a visit
once a month, a week or every night there is no set rule as to frequency o f
visiting, it is all considered “ co
habitation” . The information may be
given to the Social Welfare by any
source informed or misinformed,
snooping neighbour, jealous exhusband, girlfriend - the Department
must investigate any report. This also
covers bona fide boarders, a male
relative, all could be informed upon,
the woman’s benefit refused - how the
doctor or dustman could call regularly
is not explained !
There is considerable discussion in the
news about solo women receiving
benefits and actually living in de facto
situations - where they are in fact living
as man and wife - he paying his share
and she receiving the benefit - which
is misuse o f tax payers’ money
undoubtedly. What I would like to
make known is the situation, as I now
experience myself, o f a solo woman
supporting herself and having a casual
male companion - two completely
independent people. I would urge your
news media “ Broadsheet” and any
other wom en’s news media to inform
women o f this Government legislation.
This also applies to mixed flatting so
can involve the single woman as well as
the usual separated, divorced or widow
ed women - so it concerns us all. An
article in your magazine stating c o 
habitation as defined in the Social
Welfare Act, it covers some pages but
the relevant facts could be extracted.

In the light o f recent news articles o f
“ policing” o f benefits being received
in de facto relationships, it would make
interesting and helpful guidance to
other women who could be falsely
victimised.
P.R. Kimpton,
Turangi.

Rural W om en

demands rural people to be technicians
in this technological age, it must pro
vide them and their families with the
20th Century amenities most urban
and semi-urban citizens have com e to
expect.
While, obviously, rural life has
advantages for some, most o f these
can be obtained where the advantages
o f city life are also within easy reach.
The rural disadvantaged may be few,
but are worth consideration and
support.

Dear Broadsheet,
Danna Glendining
While largely agreeing with the
sentiments expressed by Susan
Grimsdell’s letter in the May Broad
sheet, I take strong exception to her
equating the adjectives rural and
simple. Rural New Zealanders are not
simple peasants; they never were; and
the prosperity o f this country has been
and still is, largely dependent on this
fact.
She also wrongly assumes that we all
have civilised amenities and mass
communication and all the rest. Some
o f us haven’t. While most New Zealand
ers take for granted an automatic
telephone, a daily mail, paper and
milk delivery, a primary and secondary
school within a reasonable distance,
and two channel television, please
remember your less fortunate country
women, who are no less intelligent or
educated, but who through accident
rather than design, are forced to cope
with antiquated, overcrowded, manual
and even part-time telephones, diffi
cult access to education, papers and
mail en masse once or twice a week,
and not even one channel o f television
with which to escape from the world
o f reality.
A large percentage o f so called rural
women are actually urban born, bred
and educated (ref. University o f
Canterbury’s Sociology Dept, survey),
and there are many who once could
never have imagined themselves in a
forestry camp, a hydro village, a light
house or on a farm. If our econom y
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Martinborough,
Wairarapa.

“ Strengthening the family
unit”
Dear Broadsheet,
We were glad to read Joss Shawyer’s
comments on the May amnesty for
women in de facto relationships who
have been claiming the domestic
purposes benefit, and o f her attempts
to publicly answer this attack on solo
mothers (interview, Broadsheet No. 39).

But it is misleading o f the article to
interpret the amnesty as an attempt
by the government to-divert attention
from their reluctance to call Parliament.
It is more serious than that. The
amnesty is not an isolated attack on
the hundred odd solo mothers who
have confessed, lost the money they
have a right to get, and so becom e
dependent on their men. Now that
the deadline has passed, the Social
Welfare Department plan to prosecute
any women beneficiaries who have the
misfortune to be caught living in de
facto relationships. What is in store for
us is the experience o f the woman who
in March was sentenced to pay a fine
o f $150 and restitution o f $5590 to

the Department at the rate o f $5 a
week. That will take her a mere twenty
years. What is in store for us is a life
where we actively avoid developing
stable relationships with men because
such a relationship would endanger our
livelihood. We will be subjected to
Departmental ‘sex snoopers’ who will
observe visits to our homes, and
question neighbours.
The government’s new policy has
weakened the position o f the solo
mother, and therefore the position o f
all women. Whether we are single or
married, with or without children, the
amnesty and the promised prosecutions
are something we should oppose. The
money is ours. It was a gain for all o f
us when solo mothers took it.
It is not irrelevant that a cabinet
committee on family affairs was
recently established. This is ‘aimed at
strengthening the family unit, which
the Government sees as the basic unit
o f New Zealand society’ . We women
have been getting out o f hand in recent
years so now they are going to discip
line us. More o f us have refused to
have our children adopted at birth or
later when we’ve been on our own,
more o f us have had our kids in de
facto relationships, the amount o f
money paid to us in domestic purposes
benefits increased from about $10
million to $41 million between 1972
and 1975 (some o f this because the
amount o f the individual benefit was
increased). Just as we have been fight
ing for abortion in order not to have
the children we don ’t want at the
time, so we have been using the benefit
to have and keep the children we do
want, without having to depend on a
man’s wage. In doing so we have under
mined the family. We have gained a
little bit o f money for what those o f
us who are married or foster mothers
have been expected to do for free, the
work o f raising children.
The plan behind the amnesty and the
prosecutions is clearly ‘to strengthen
the family unit’. Either we shall go it
alone and becom e so worn down
chasing price and rent increases with
our little benefit that we finally grab
a man and exchange our independence
for access to his wage and what we
hope will be less work; or we shall
lose the benefit and becom e financially
dependent on the man we are already
living with. Plainly what Mr Walker,
the Minister for Social Welfare, meant
when he said the de facto relationship
was ‘barely distinguishable from
married life’ was that it should be
barely distinguishable. The de facto
relationship has been distinguishable
precisely because the de facto mother

has been getting money and the
married mother has not. Now whether
married or de facto, those o f us with
kids will be dependent on the men we
are living with. In exchange for food
and shelter we will perform the un
paid labour in the home that the
State expects o f us.
To take on a job outside the home is
never an answer. Many o f us would
find it hard to get a jo b and keep it
right now. Few o f us can hope to
find jobs that are a pleas'ure and pay
well. The fact that housework is
unpaid means that outside the home
our jobs are typically low-paid house
work. Few o f us can hope for the work
in our household to be shared equally,
or to achieve satisfactory childcare
arrangements while we’re working. A
job outside the home is just more work
and that we do not want. Taking the
benefit was beginning to give us a
choice in these matters. Now the State
is shoving us back into the family as it
wants it - one income, the woman
working harder for love and no money
as the econom ic crisis is pushed on to
us, the woman keeping the man’ s
militancy in check. We refuse to be
disciplined in this way. As solo moth
ers have done, we must continue to
attack the source o f our powerlessness our unwaged labour in the home.
Wendy Edmond
Angela Crisp
Wages for Housework Committee

M en in Feminist Projects
Dear Sisters,
As a contributor, I really liked the
reviews o f Learning A b ou t Sexism
in N ew Zealand in the June Broadsheet.
However, reading it was also quite
upsetting as it brought back all the
feelings o f anger, outrage and con f
usion I experienced at the time I was
involved in the making o f the book.
I was in the Political Science class
that produced most o f the essays
included (nearly three years ago). I
felt OK at the idea o f collecting and
publishing the essays : I felt and
still feel that there is never enough
information available about sexism
in New Zealand.
However I was unprepared for what
follow ed, and it is hard to discuss
even now because many neat women
were caught up in the whole mess
and I hate to criticise any one o f
them. Camille Guy’s point about the
token acknowledgement that typists,
p roof correcters etc got is very
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im portant: some women put a
tremendous amount o f energy into
the shitwork, but had no real hand in
major decisions.
I got angry and more or less withdrew
from the whole thing fairly early in
the piece. The immediate issue for
me was the way my essay was
“ edited” i.e. basically stylistic correct
ions. I think the way I write is
just fine and no man is going to
“ correct” it. Anyway this point o f
view was regarded as absurd and
troublemaking by most others
concerned, but it brought home to
me how very oppressive was the whole
structure o f the group working on
the book.
After having been out o f it for some
time, I discovered two things: the
group concerned was going to call
itself “ Amazon Publications” , and
C. Wainwright was inserting what
was essentially a personal defence
against my essay. In response to the
first I protested strongly that this
was changed. (A male-dominated
group called “ Amazon Publications” !!)
As far as Wainwright’s essay was con 
cerned I said I’ d take mine out if it
went in. I hadn’t really read the
thing but I knew bloody well what
would be in it - in fact, when I
finally read it in the published book
it was even worse and more
blatant than I had imagined.
So - OK, they would keep his out and
mine would stay in. Meanwhile, lots o f
hassles, women involved getting hurt
and confused. Finally one o f the
women who had taken over a lot o f
the work rang me and asked me to
reconsider. So I said OK I wouldn’t
withdraw mine if Wainwright’s went in.
I still feel I have to keep my mouth
shut about a lot that went on because,
as I said, so many women were involved
who really cared about sexism.
However, I must say that I decided
then, once and for all, never trust a
liberal, supposedly prowoman man, no
matter how correct his political line
may appear to be. What resulted from
this particular case was sexism o f a
very subtle and self-righteous kind, and
its corouary which was the alienation
o f many o f the women involved from
each other: the most painful and con
fusing part o f it all as far as I’m con 
cerned.
I hoped that writing this letter would
exorcise some o f my frustration and
anger but I still feel sick about the
whole thing. As far as men are con
cerned, if I ever have to relate to them
give me a good old rightwing pig. At
least they make it clear who they are.

And thank you sisters for the reviews.
It was good to have my perceptions
validated by someone who wasn’t
personally involved in the whole thing.
In frustration and sisterhood,
Debbie Jones.

Non-sexist pronouns
Dear Broadsheet,
In your June feminist diary you
report me as suggesting that “ he”
and “ she” be replaced by “ c o ”
in an effort to invent some non
sexist pronouns.
Unfortunately, because o f the laziness,
inattention or sheer cynicism o f one
Herald reporter, I was misquoted in
this way throughout the entire
country. I’ m sure Broadsheet would
want the true facts. Although a cor
rection appeared some days later in
the Herald, it was too late to prevent
at least four editorial writers ridiculing
my suggestion and to o late to correct
an entirely false impression.
Never did I suggest “ he” and “ she”
be replaced. That’s ridiculous. What
I did do was propose to enrich the
language with a new set o f non-sexist
pronouns, catering for the case where
the sex o f some hypothetical person
is not yet known, e.g. an author,
athlete, doctor, employer, worker,
child etc.
The Procedural motion which I
moved early in the Values Party
Conference, and which was passed by
a voice vote read as follows. “ That
during the deliberations o f this
conference, whenever there is
reference to a potential o ffice holder
or any other person is to do something,
strict attention be paid to using the
terms “ he or she” “ him or her”
“ himself or herself” (or the reverse)
and that the use o f words like “ guy.”
“ chap” “ fellow ” and “ bloke” be
avoided until or unless there are
female equivalents.”
The results were interesting. For the
first day people meticulously adhered
to the phrases “ he or she” . The
second day they lapsed back to “ he”
and it wasn’ t long before those sens
itive to the discrimination were
whispering “ or she” every time
someone said “ he” .
There’ s a long way to go. I’ve had
some interesting letters; some sympa
thetic and constructive, one thoroughly
abusive. My words “ c o ” and “ c o 
self” and “ cos” came from an

article on Humanising the Language
by Mary Orovan. I don’t think '
they’ re the best set o f pronouns
offering so I throw out for your
comments some new ones:“ He or she” equals
“ ia” (Maori)
or
“ se”
or
“ hex”
his or her equals “ ias” , “ hez” or
“ hir” .
Thus we have
“ Each pupil has hez own locker.”
“ If a writer wishes, se can submit an
article”
“ The Maori has reverence for hez
ancestors”
It’s hard to get used to using new
language, and being basically pretty
lazy, and also practical, we want pro
nouns which aren’t too far away from
the original and probably don ’t
include a new consonant. The “ z”
in “ hez” doesn’ t require to o much
extra effort, so that’s why it’s
acceptable.
It will be a long battle, but it’s good
to remember that “ we shape the
language and then it begins to
shape us” and that “ the limits o f our
language are the limits o f our
thought.” Someone else said that
once, not me!
Yours faithfully,
Deirdre Kent

Getting off the Pill

Clinic (after ringing the main clinic in
Wellington as I was on holiday there,
but they were booked up for 3
weeks !!). When I explained I wanted
to use a diaphragm I was greeted with
“ Why not an IUD ? The Clinic in town
puts in hundreds every day !”
I said I had too many friends suffering
because o f IUDs.
“ What about an injection?”
I said I had read to o much condemning
literature on the subject.
They couldn’ t seem to understand why
I wanted to go o ff the Pill when I had
had no side effects. Because they seem
ed almost unwilling to measure me for
a diaphragm, and the doctor was so
reassuring about the Pill, I finally walk
ed out with a couple o f packets o f
no-oestrogen mini-pills, and condom s
and spermicidal foam for the first 14
days.
I felt angry and confused and stupid. I
felt as though I had been feeling guilty
about taking Pills for nothing - and
should be grateful for not having side
effects. I felt angry that I didn’t have
the guts to insist on a diaphragm.
I constantly hear people saying that
the Pill is not good for us - but they
are never quite specific enough in
explaining how the Pill is detrimental especially if one suffers no apparent
side effects.
Alison Jones.

Dear Broadsheet;
After recently experiencing difficulty
in becoming informed about and pro
curing different forms o f contracept
ion I was interested to read Sandra
Coney’s article “ Just take a Pill every
day.” I had been on the Pill for five
years. (After starting at 18 when my
doctor prescribed it for acne). Recently
I became involved in a “ stable”
relationship so I decided to change to
a diaphragm, merely because I don’ t
like the idea o f taking a hormone pill
each day. (A doctor did admit to me
that they don ’ t really know what caus
es the bleeding when you stop the
hormone dose for a week each month).
I had experienced no side effects (apart
from a slight weight gain) but exper
ienced a disturbing pang o f guilt each
night as I downed another little Pill. I
read about the Pill and was well
informed about how it is supposed to
work, but that still would not reduce
the guilt. The feeling o f relief I
experienced when I decided to go o ff
the Pill was enormous.
I went to the local Family Planning
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A BO RTION CONFERENCE
At the National Radical Feminist
Caucus over Queen’s Birthday week
end, it was decided to hold an abortion
conference, July 31 to August 1, at
Auckland University.
A travelling theatre will be launched
from the conference to move around
the country performing street theatre
on the abortion issue.
For further information please Contact:
Helen - Telephone (Auck) 577-303
Or write to: “ Abortion Conference” ,
Auckland Women’s Centre,
125 Ponsonby Road,
Auckland.

May 13 Women have been banned
from a Supreme Court trial in Adelaide
in which tribal aboriginal customs will
be discussed. Sydney Williams, aged
29, has pleaded not guilty o f murder
ing Dorothy Williams. Defence coun
sel said certain tribal rites for men
would be discussed in the defence.

All rape victims and com 
plainants will remain anonymous, as
will the defendant who is acquitted o f
a rape charge, under a major change in
British law. The Government announ
ced the decision during debate on the
final stages o f the Sexual Offences
Amendment Bill in Parliament.

Studies with a substance known as 5thio-d-glucose have shown that it may
be a suitable oral contraceptive for
men. Dr. D.M. de Kretser, o f
Melbourne, said the material seemed
non-toxic in the doses required and
did not change libido and potency.

May 28 Professor Bonham o f
National Women’s Hospital yesterday
told the Royal Commission o f a wide
variation in the availability o f vasec
tom y to the public. He said that des
pite advice to the contrary, the Auck
land Hospital Board had maintained
that vasectomy was unlawful “ when
not performed for indications con 
fined to the male.” “ Yet,” he said,
“ many o f the surgeons em ployed by
the board are known to perform vasec
tom y privately for indications not
specifically confined to the m a le.......
The variable attitude o f some few
individuals has caused a wide variation
in the availability o f vasectomy as a

May 14 If a de facto relationship (o f
a woman drawing the DPB) was dis
covered after May 31, a beneficiary
could expect to be prosecuted and
required to pay back all benefit money
she was not entitled to receive, said
Bert Walker yesterday. Up to the end
o f April, 265 women had surrendered
their benefit, which in a full year
would have given them more than
$750,000.

May 2 4

May 17

A substantial majority o f
people now want to see abortion legal
ised, according to a Heylen Poll result
released today. The poll commission
ed by the Auckland Star and conduct
ed last month, was the fourth since
1970 in which the same question was
asked o f a random sample o f 1000 to
2000 people throughout the country.
The percentage in favour o f abortion
has increased from 46.8% in 1970, to
60.5% last month.

May 19 The Minister o f Health has
been asked to include more nurses in a
comm ittee he has set up to give advice
on possible restructuring o f the
country’s health services. David Wills,
president o f the Nurses’ Reform
Association, said his association had
pointed out to the minister that o f the
19 members o f the special advisory
comm ittee on health services organisa
tion, only two were nurses. In com 
parison, the committee had six doctors
and three deputy-directors o f health
among its members.

public sendee.”

May 31

French Women’s Affairs
Minister Francoise Giroud has revealed
radical plans to change the status o f
the country’s women. Mme Giroud’s
proposals, covering “ feminist com 
plaints” from birth to old age, are
designed to end discrimination laws
going back to Napoleon.

June 1 Domestic Purposes Benefits
to 107 Auckland women were stopped
during the two-month-long amnesty
for de facto wives which ended yester
day. The director o f the Auckland dis
trict office, Mr. C.D. Johnson, said
about three-quarters o f the benefits
cancelled in his area were surrendered
voluntarily. The remainder were can
celled following inquiries by his staff.
The director o f the Otahuhu district
office, Mr.K.J. Flint, said that in his
area the cases o f 15 women suspected
o f getting a domestic purposes benefit
to which they were not entitled were
still being investigated.

Working W om en’s Convention
Wellington
March 1977
N ew Zealand’s first ever convention for working women - those at home and in
paid employment.
Workshops are planned to deal with a variety o f subjects e.g. Retail workers,
factory workers, clerical workers, part time workers, Maori workers, migrant
workers, rural workers and the dual role o f working women.
There is no limit to the number o f workshops - it’s up to working women to
decide.
It is hoped to bring an international trade union woman leader to N.Z. to be the
keynote speaker.
If you would like to be put on our mailing list and be kept informed or have a
point o f view to place before the organising committee, send your name and
address to:
Sonja Davies
Working Women’s Convention
P.O. Box 27-215
Upper Willis Street
Wellington.
This convention is sponsored by the N.Z. Working Women’s CounoM._______
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Gloria Steinem: Ms.taken Trust ?
MS magazine has come in for a lot of criticism from
feminist groups in the States recently because of its
increasingly moderate stance and because of possible
connections between one of its editors, Gloria
Steinem and the CIA. This article looks at the
evidence and relates the controversy to the New
Zealand feminist movement.
Like most women I know I no
longer bother to buy M s
magazine, and reading the
January 1 9 7 6 issue preparatory
to writing this article showed me
clearly why. Like New Zealand
America is in economic trouble
but to read M s. you would never
know it.

how late you can safely have a
baby, Doris Day and a new
system of price coding in super
markets but there was only one
article that might be called
seriously political and that was
an interview grandly headed
‘Gloria Steinem and Elizabeth
Reid talk about revolution’.

The issue included articles on

In this interview Gloria questions
Elizabeth about her personal success
story and the problems o f being an
important person and avoids until it
becomes unavoidable the political and
econom ic issues Elizabeth Reid faced
in her work. Even then Gloria Steinem
tries her hardest to make Elizabeth
Reid agree that ‘ child care, wom en’s
refuges, abortion and so o n ’ are in
themselves revolutionary demands.
Failing to do this (Elizabeth’s reply:
‘ It depends which revolution you want
to fight. The preconditions (childcare
etc) will bring women to the verge o f
being able to take their lives into their
own hands - they won’ t take them over
that brink - but I don ’t think they
undermine in any way a capitalist
system and in that sense the answer is
no. I think good capitalists are among
the cleverest, most cunning people I
have ever com e across in the world.’ )

Gloria Steinem: she has not
satisfactorily answered criticisms
made of her b y the radical femin
ist group: Redstockings
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Gloria finally says it herself: T think
your ‘ preconditions’ are themselves
anti-capitalist and revolutionary - in
the very long term at least - because
they free women from being a cheap
labour force’ . And ‘ Would it be fair
to say that a revolutionary act is
what I call breaking down the sex
roles?’
What amazes me about this is Gloria
Steinem’s implicit claim to be anti
capitalist and revolutionary, following
as it does a year o f heavy con tro
versy in the U.S. over Ms., Gloria
Steinem and what constitutes
radical feminism. The article that
follows is a summary o f that contro
versy and the implications I see in it
for New Zealand.

The story begins in 1967 when
Ramparts magazine and later the New
York Times revealed that in 1959
to 1962 Gloria Steinem was a director
o f the CIA ‘ front’ , the Independent
Research Service. The IRS was
founded in 1958 to help finance
American youth to attend the first
Communist World Youth Festival to
be held in a non-communist
country (Austria).
Recent exposures o f CIA strategy
has shown how it supports or
creates groups that might defuse or
contain radicalism, sometimes
financing apparently left wing groups
or publications. As IRS director
Gloria Steinem attended tw o CWY
Festivals, one in Vienna in 1959 and
another in Helsinki in 1972. In the
New York Times article (21.2.67)
Gloria Steinem admitted that she
knew the IRS was funded by the CIA
and said: ‘ Far from being shocked
by this involvement I was happy to
find some liberals in government in
those days who were far sighted
enough and cared enough to get

Americans o f all political views to the
Festival.’
She said the IRS urged non-com m un
ists to attend, established a newspaper,
news bureau, cultural exhibits and
jazz clubs at the two Festivals.
She said ‘ I was never asked to
report on other Americans or assess
foreign nationals I had met.’
And: ‘ The CIA’s big mistake was
not supplanting itself with private
funds fast enough.’

owner o f Washington Post and News
week (featured on Ms. cover o f
October 1974 as ‘the most powerful
woman in America’ ) and by Warner
Communications Inc. which invested
$1 million in the magazine but took
only 25% control.

We now move on to 1971 when
Gloria Steinem, then a free lance
journalist was in the news again, this
time in connection with newly
established Ms. magazine. Newsweek
(which had prom oted IRS in 1959 and
1962) prom oted Gloria Steinem indi
vidually in a cover story o f 16.8.71.

5. Ms. magazine has ‘substituted
itself for the wom en’s movement,
blocking knowledge o f authentic act
ivists and ideas,’
This issue has also been taken up
by former contributing editor Ellen
Willis, in an article called ‘Why I quit
my jo b at Ms. magazine’ (.Majority
R eport August 2 3 ,1 9 7 5 ).

We move on again to May 1975 when
a group o f New York feminists called
‘ Redstockings’ published a 16 page
press release headed ‘ Redstockings
discloses Gloria Steinem CIA cover up’ .
Much condensed this claimed:
1. Steinem covered up her CIA/IRS
connection by changing her entry in
‘ Who’s who in America’. In 1968-69
her entry lists ‘ Director o f education
foundation IRS 1959-62, now member
o f board o f directors in Washington’ .
All later editions her period o f
employment with IRS is reduced to
one year and the Board o f Directorship
is not mentioned.
2. Steinem lied when she said she
didn’t report on Festival participants.
The Redstockings press release
published part o f an IRS pamphlet,
‘ Report on the Vienna Youth Fest
ival’ published with Steinem’s name on
it in 1960, which includes 13 pages
o f biographies o f participants. I
quote from the introduction:
‘ The following list o f individuals
associated with the Festival’s organis
ation - often very much in the back
ground - would seem to indicate a far
greater communist control o f this
event than the sponsors wish to admit.
This list has been compiled from
Festival documents and careful
research by those who have observed
the organizers in action.’
3. Ms. ownership raises questions
about its political and commercial
interests. Ms. is mainly financed
by Katherine Graham, publisher

from the Rockefeller Family Fund
for the establishment o f a ‘national
clearing house information and
referral service’ on the wom en’s move
ment. Redstockings comm ent: ‘ It is
necessary that people with access to
this much information be trustworthy
and that they actually be using the
information to further the interests
o f the movement. Gloria Steinem has
a history o f gathering information
for the CIA. She has been dishonest
in the past about this and is still
covering it up. She has therefore not
earned the trust her present position
requires.’

Redstockings point out that Warner
also publishes Wonder Woman com ic
books and that in July 1972 the first
regular issue o f Ms. featured a cover
story on Wonder Woman as feminist
heroine. The story announced that
Wonder Woman com ic books, having
been in decline since the 1940’s,
would be reborn in 1973 with a new
woman editor. The following January
Ms. announced publication o f a
Wonder Woman book : ‘It is the
first Ms. book (in fact, we hadn’t
planned to do one so soon; it just
grew out o f reader queries about how
to find these comics o f the 1940’s,
when Wonder Woman was in hei
Golden Age).’ Wonder Woman,
incidentally, was an army intelligence
officer working ‘ for America the last
citadel o f dem ocracy’ .
4. Ms. magazine and Gloria Steinem
have access to much political and
personal information about feminist
women and organizations. As well as
the information constantly flowing
into Ms. offices, Gloria Steinem
founded the W omen’s Action Alliance
in 1971. The WAA is located in the same
building as Ms. and despite its name
is an information gathering organis
ation. It received a grant o f $20,000
7

Ellen Willis argues that Ms. is a pol
itical organisation, not just a magazine,
and wittingly or not promotes an
ideology and has a fairly consistent
political view. She identifies this as:
An obsession with electoral politics,
as if wom en’s liberation will be
achieved by integrating the ruling
class, and an emphasis on successful
women as models.
The implication that we can liberate
ourselves by ‘throwing o ff our condit
ioning’ . This denies the reality that
men have p ow er over women and
misleads us that we don’ t need to fight
men only our own conditioning.
An emphasis on attacking sex roles
rather than male power. Support
for ‘ men’s liberation’ which promotes
the anti-feminist fallacy that men are
fellow victims, ncri our oppressors.
Pervasive upper middle class bias and
an avoidance o f basic econom ic issues.
‘ We don’t need to attack the econom 
ic system; we to o can make it.’
A sentimental mushy idea o f sister
hood which obscures political
conflicts between women. Disparities
are politely glossed over. Ellen Willis
accuses Ms. staff o f not tapping the
resources o f the wom en’s movement,
making no effort to raise their own
consciousness o f feminism or to
analyse the political content o f Ms.
She says ‘ Most staff members were

never involved in the movement and
are by their own admission uninter
ested in politics.’ Conflict is smoothed
over and quiet manipulation rather
than open discussion and confrontation
is the order o f the day at Ms.
Ellen Willis describes Ms. as ‘an
editor centred, politically and aesthet
ically bland and predictable magazine.’
She also makes the point that conser
vative women exploit wom en’s right
ful anger at the sexism o f the male
dominated left to discredit the idea
o f leftist politics and econom ic class
struggle as a ‘ male trip’ , irrelevant to
women: ‘ For a radical feminist
analysis o f wom en’s concrete mater
ial oppression they substitute fantasies
o f lost matriarchies, female super
iority, and mother right.’
Finally Ellen Willis cites Ms. reaction
to the Redstockings charges, says
that Gloria Steinem has never repud
iated the charge o f CIA involvement
and that feminists have a right to
know where she stands. This article
was published in August. In the same
month Gloria Steinem finally made
a public response to the Redstockings.
Release. She sent a copyrighted
letter to 6 feminist newspapers,

which I read in Majority R eport o f
September 6 1975.
Gloria Steinem first suggests that Red
stockings should not have published
the Press Release and that she would
not have bothered to reply but did so
‘ purely out o f respect for the concern
expressed by several o f you that the
mud-slinging o f these accusations be
washed away’. She adds that by
replying she is feeding fuel to ‘ women
can’t get along’ ideas.
After some preamble Gloria Steinem
states: T am not now nor have I ever
been an employee o f the Central
Intelligence Agency.’ And on the
question o f CIA funding o f the IRS:
‘ I naively believed then that the
ultimate money source didn’t matter,
since, in my own experience and
observation, no control or orders
came with it. (It’s painfully clear
with hindsight that even indirect,
control-free funding was a mistake if
it couldn’t be publicized, but I didn’t
realise that then.) Thus while working
with the IRS - the group that encour
aged American participation in the
Festivals - 1 took no orders at all
from the U.S. government in any o f

last , in a w o a i d to a n ttr r u t h ath cos ano
V MCA, AAPCAHS A WOMAN TO WHOM T u t ADOSCMS AND A CATC o r MCA AA g MgAC CHUO'S P L A T A WOMAN WHOSC tOCM Tirr IS KNOWN TO NONC. OUT
WNOSt SCNSAT/OHAL PCATS AAC OUTSTANDING IN A
T A C T -n o rm s W O A iO f WITH A NUNOACO T1MCS Tuc
A e a t T r AND STACNGTN OF OVA SCST MAIC ATHICtCS
AND STNOKSCST WACSHCAS, SMC A PNCA AS AS
THOUGH FAOM NOWNCAC TO ATCNGC AN IMJUStICC
ON NIGHT A WAOMS.A AS LO TtIT AS A p H A O O tT C AS WtSC AS ATHCNA — WITH THg SPCCO OF M CAHUNT AHO THC STACNOTH OF NC ACUtCS ------ SHC
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CHARLES
MOULTON

“ Wonder Woman” , featured in Ms. No. 1, is published by Warner
Communications, part owners of Ms.
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its forms or agencies. For better or
worse, I have always been my own
person.’
Majority R eport pepper this with
footnotes questioning Steinem’s
‘ Naivety’ , commenting that CIA
agents are not ‘ employees’, and that
‘orders’ are an ineffective and less
subtle means o f control than the
CIA would be expected to use. My
feeling is that if Gloria Steinem really
believes that under those circumstances
she was her ‘own person’ she is as
naive now as in the fifties.
Steinem’s letter deals with the
question o f the Who’s Who entries
more convincingly. She points out
several inaccuracies in the 73-74 entry
which suggest she might well not
have written it herself.
Steinem denies lying to the New York
Times about reporting on Festival
participants: ‘The bios are impersonal,
Festival-related information o f the
sort publically available from news
paper clippings, Festival literature,
and the like,’ and points out
were printed in a widely distributed
pamphlet. Majority R eport footnotes
this by quoting the Festival report
itself including the passage I cited
earlier and comments that Gloria
Steinem is answering a charge not
made, that the pamphlet was clandes
tine information gathering.
Steinem does not answer the question
o f Ms. political and commercial
interests but claims that Warner Com
munications accepting only 25%
control is an ‘ important victory for
women’ . On the question o f political
and personal information gathering
Steinem says: ‘ People send Ms.
material they want to publish:
literally, to make public, ’ and o f the
Women’s Action Alliance: ‘ Its non
sexist education kits, what-to-do-aboutdiscrimination guides and the like are
all made freely available to anyone
trying to better the life situation o f
women’ . A Majority R eport footnote
quotes a 1973 WAA fundraising letter:
‘We can’t keep our information current
and develop new materials without
constant feedback. Send us the names
o f any wom en’s GROUPS you belong
to or know about, together with
details on membership and the purpose
ofthe group .... VOLUNTEER to act as
a local resource person for the Alliance,

and research your local area for w o
men’s services, projects., and an
analysis o f unmet needs.’ Gloria
Steinem’s letter does not deal with the
question o f Ms substituting itself for
the wom en’s movement.
I d on ’t know what the truth is. I can
only say my reading o f all the evidence
(much more detailed than Broadsheet
has space for) convinces me that
Gloria Steinem and Ms. magazine are
indeed promoting anti-feminist pol
itics. Both Redstockings using Gloria
Steinem’s past history and Ellen
Willis using her own experience
working for Ms. com e up with
the same conclusion: Ms. is anti
feminist. Whether this is wittingly or
unwittingly I’ m not sure. But given
the wom en’s movement new left
origins it must have been suspect to
the establishment from the start.
Socialist groups recruited from the
wom en’s movement and vice versa.
This would have interested the CIA
and either that organisation or other
capitalist interests might have
created Ms. magazine to accomm odate
and defuse the movement. It is
possible (some would say clearly
evident) that rather than naively
muddling along finding its way to the
feminist revolution Ms. magazine
is knowingly conspiring with govern
ment agencies and big business to
prevent radicalism.
What relevance does this have for New
Zealand? Perhaps I can best approach
this by saying what I learned from
reading this material. First, it confir
med for me that we must try to be
more aware o f our own class positions
and the origins o f our values and
habits o f thought. We must be open
to criticism about our own actions.
Whatever the truth about Gloria
Steinem her response to the Redstockings Release certainly wasn’t
one o f welcoming criticism. As
women well conditioned by the
prevailing New Zealand middle class
ideology (against our interests as it
might be) we are bound to have
assumptions and attitudes and blind
spots that we are not aware o f and
that will hamper our political growth.
Secondly, I appreciated good invest
igative journalism and felt the lack o f
this in New Zealand.
Thirdly, following the debate raised

my understanding o f radical femin
ism. I learned to read Ms. and Broad
sheet more critically and to be more
questioning o f feminist politics. I
feel the debate about what is radical
feminism has hardly begun in New
Zealand yet. We give only token
acknowledgment to the econom ic
and political aspects o f feminist
demands; we d on ’t think them through.
Some women still see such demands
as som ehow able to be separated from
the econom ic basis o f our society,
suggesting that male dominated
politics can be ignored or bypassed.
For example, Julie Thom pson’s
editorials in April and May issues o f
Broadsheet seemed to me dangerously
close to that position. Julie suggests
women have tw o options: working
within our society’s structures, or
‘opting out and working to establish
our own institutions (e.g. alternative
‘ magazines, radio, television net
works, health centres and banking
systems’ ). If Ms. magazine was
supposed to be such an alternative
institution then it has clearly failed.
Redstockings have shown that Ms.
magazine has not been com pletely
honest about how it is dependent on
and responsible to huge capital
investment. It just isn’t possible to
seriously op t out o f our sexist,
racist and capitalist society. We can’t
get outside the system. ‘ Alternative
institutions’ can’t be truly alternative,
they can only be parallel.
Broadsheet and Halfway House can’t
be compared to Ms. magazine among
other reasons because they are not
financially secure and are largely
dependent on women giving their
labour unpaid. (This only works if
some women are som ehow or another
freed from the econom ic necessity
o f full-time work, and one o f the
big drawbacks is that these tend to
be middle class women.) But Broad
sheet has the published aim o f
becoming economically viable and
providing employm ent for women.
This proposal (and those o f television
networks and banking systems) takes
us into the question o f how our
society functions econom ically, and
here we must learn from the Steinem
Ms. experience.
I feel that working for Broadsheet or
Halfway House or the Rape Crisis
group or on child care demands can be

the most useful and growth prom 
oting experience a feminist can have
in New Zealand today for tw o
reasons:
Working with women only in a co l
lective way makes you feel good about
women, develops new skills and
increases confidence. Working on
such issues brings us up against the
structures o f our society (what are
our separation laws? How can we fin
ance Broadsheet without ‘selling
out’?)
But for both these to happen we must
continually subject what we are doing
(and how ) to the most rigorous
analysis we are capable o f, relating it
to New Zealand society at large. For
example, (and I choose Broadsheet
because I work for it) some o f Ellen
Willis’ criticisms o f Ms. are relevant to
this magazine; particularly those o f
not tapping the resources o f the move
ment, making little effort to analyse
the magazine’s political content,
avoidance o f open discussion and
confrontation. I would add that
Broadsheet is still not working truly
collectively although this has always
been a real issue and at present we
are trying to change this. I don’t
feel Broadsheet is as bland or consis
tently conservative as Ms. But unless
we use the movement in New Zealand
in a conscious effort to expand and
develop our analysis o f wom en’s
oppression and to overcom e our
middle class bias, it might well
becom e so.
Camille Guy

Unions
The unions have one
thing in common with
employers — sexism.
Some weeks ago “ Broadsheet”
was contacted by a woman who
had been working as a kitchenhand in a prestigious private club
in Auckland. She had good
references from her previous
employer, and considered that
her work was satisfactory. Y et

she was fired at the end of her
first week at work.
The reason her boss gave her was that
she was “ not working fast enough.”
She considered this explanation unlike
ly and wondered whether the fact that
she had dependent children couid be
the real reason. She had mentioned to
fellow staff that one o f her children
was ill, and that she might need time
o ff to care for her. The manager seems
to have learnt o f this, although she
never asked him for any time off.
A union representative saw the boss on
her behalf. “ Broadsheet” rang the
union to ask for their side o f the story
and learnt that the union representa

tive had been told by the boss that the
woman was “ incompatible” with the
rest o f the kitchen staff. The union
representative (male) told “ Broad
sheet” o f the “ troubles” that they
have with women workers - h ow w o
men can’t work together, they bitch
and snipe at each other, can’t get along
- the sort o f thing we print on the
“ Hogwash” page.
Not the sort o f thing one ought to hear
from a union representative though.
Just how much real representation are
women workers getting when their
official representatives concur with the
sexist views o f the bosses?

Reactions to
Radical Feminist Caucus
A national Radical Feminist Caucus was held in
Auckland at Queen’s Birthday W eekend. Some of the
women who attended give their impressions of the
caucus.
Rosemary Ronald
For me personally , the Radical
Feminist Caucus was a meaningful,
positive experience - if at times pain
ful and frustrating. It stimulated me
to yet again question, rethink and
crystallise my definition o f, and com 
mitment to, feminism. Remeeting
and talking with women o f the
same political perspective gave me
more strength as always for the
ongoing battle. Much o f the con
fusion, anger and conflict evident
could have been avoided, or more
accurately directed, had some
analysis been undertaken early in
the weekend.
Politically, I presumed to find
women at a Radical Feminist Caucus
who were not merely aware o f
wom en’s oppression in our society,
but who were dedicated and com 
mitted to bringing about a feminist
revolution to overthrow the male
supremacy which has created the
patriarchy and oppression o f women
as a class. I expected us all to have
thought through what we’re working

towards, why, and who/what our
oppressor is. This is absolutely nece
ssary so that we can see what are
counter-revolutionary projects, ideas,
tactics etc, and so reject them.
However, socialist feminists,
cultural feminists, reformist feminists
and radical feminists were all present
at the caucus, and because the basic
goals and issues were not discussed
early in the weekend, we were
largely unaware o f our widely
differing politics. This resulted in
inaccurate presumptions, utter con 
fusion and conflict. I feel we should
have openly acknowledged our
differing feminist ideologies early in
the weekend and identified what, if
anything, we have in com m on, and
what are our irreconcilable differ
ences. Perhaps our differences are
too great to get any agreement.
Structurally, I feel we did not accept
early in the weekend the strangling
effect o f our total commitment to
collective organisation. We were so
anxious not to structure along
patriarchal lines, that we bent over
backwards not to structure at ally
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instead o f defining a loose acceptable
structure within which to work. We
did not acknowledge, given the
diversity o f politics present, the
impossibility o f decision making,
which led to frustration and uncom 
fortable panic voting midday on
Sunday when people felt nothing
had been accomplished. We should
in the future, set out certain guide
lines in advance o f the event, e.g.
about whether women should float
in and out all weekend, and planned
‘relief’ periods to alleviate hours o f
heavy concentration. I believe that
the organisers did try to set out a
loose structure which was practically
ignored by us all. If a discussion o f
basic ideologies had taken place early
in the caucus, later confusion could
have been avoided. For example,
near the end o f the caucus there was
fear and anger expressed about
matriarchy as an aim, but as we’d not
taken time out to discuss and define
the term, everyone had differing
concepts o f it in their heads, e.g.
some thought o f it as an upsidedown
patriarchy, some thought o f it as a
manless society and some found it
indefinable.
Analysis on the personal level I feel is
vital from such a weekend. If we
identify male supremacy as our
oppressor, how purist can we be in our
lives? We all compromise somewhere,
be it at work, leisure time, or in our
personal relationships, but the
important thing is that we all must
know where we compromise and be
honest about it, particularly to our
selves e.g. we mustn’t kid ourselves
about “ the exceptional man” .

Some women were upset and angry
about the caucus. I feel that we
must endeavour to recognise what
upset is caused by internal stimuli
from our personal lives and internal
conflicts at the time, and what is
caused by external stimuli, so the
anger/upset is not misdirected. I am
aware o f the need to draw conclusions
from personal experiences, but I still
feel that too many o f u s‘take things
personally’ , instead o f striving to see
and discuss underlying principles
involved. We acknowledge that we all
have a lot o f ‘ man in the head’ and are
trying constantly to be rid o f it, and
redefine ourselves in all spheres in

our own terms. It was evident that
we should constantly question lest we
be sucked into patriarchal commercial
ism, consumerism and capitalism, as
individuals and as groups, eg to make
feminist projects viable.
All in all such gatherings as the
R.F.C. help us recognise just where
‘the movement’ is at in N.Z. at present.
Inevitably it gives us collective
strength and makes us aware that the
revolution will not take place while
we’re sitting on our backsides. When
the boots go in, we’ll need to know
just where we stand, and the R.F.C.
certainly helped us work that one
out.

Janet Roth and
Brigid Mulrennan
Note: These impressions o f the week
end apply only to the Saturday and
the Sunday.
The election o f the National govern
ment has rneaint that both women and
others who are oppressed have been
subject to more concerted attacks.
Already there have been threats to
close the Aotea Hospital, threats
against solo mothers, and more is un
doubtedly to come. The National
Radical Feminist Caucus could there
fore have been an excellent opportun
ity for parts o f the feminist movement
to discuss how to meet these attacks
and to co-ordinate the fight against
them.
We went to the caucus in the hope that
this might occur, that we would decide
on some actions around which we
could unite, that we would discuss
problems now facing the feminist
movement. This does not mean how 
ever that we went along to the week
end with high expectations that this
would happen. Past gatherings have
tended to be just talkshops with very
little coming out o f them, and have at
times even turned into slandering
sessions against those wom en who
work with men - in our case in a
socialist organisation.
We were therefore not surprised that
very few concrete decisions were made
during the discussions, especially as it
became obvious that many women
present, including us, were unclear as

to the actual purpose gained by calling
such a national gathering. The Welling
ton radical feminists were the only
group that presented a paper for
discussion and consequently virtually
the only concrete proposals adopted
came from their suggestions. These
wejre for a National Abortion Confer
ence and a travelling show to publicise
the abortion issue. The only other
decision made was on whether police
women should be allowed in the
feminist movement.
This is not to say that we are dismiss
ing the weekend as a failure; actions
are being planned and there was much
more tolerance to those who have
different political views or lifestyles
and this is essential if the feminist
movement is to involve more and
more women.

mary celeste
caucus: small group in a political party
or administrative body (that is) power
ful enough to control or influence
policy. (Penguin English Dictionary),
ho hum.
it seems to me that we expected a
number o f different things from the
weekend:
1.
2.
3.

to have ‘ productive’ discussion
to formulate plans fo r action
to discuss and resolve problems
experienced in various groups
4.
to feel solidarity with the
‘ movement’
5.
to find out what other groups
are doing
6.
to meet old friends and make
new ones
7.
to learn about feminism
and many other things that i can’t
think o f just now.

the discussion was over until we had
decided something), but because a lot
o f feminists object to majority rule,
decisions are possible only when we
all agree, but even if we did all agree i
don’ t see that a group like the ‘ caucus’
can ever make decisions, even if every
‘ feminist’ in new Zealand had promised
in advance to act on any decision that
we made at the caucus, i would still
doubt that we had the right to make
such decisions, as we did not have such
a promise, even implicitly, there is no
question that we cannot decide any
thing. i wonder why it was that we
called this gathering a ‘ caucus’ .
the other kind o f ‘ productive’ dis
cussion would be one that caused some
women to re-examine (and perhaps
extend or change) their ideas, i think
that this did happen this weekend, but
as this effect is invisible to the group as
a whole, only some individuals had a
sense o f achievement, i am also un
certain as to whether formal discussion
is the best way o f provoking people to
think, (more about this later).
2.
i do not see that we can plan
action that everyone is satisfied with
unless we are agreed as to what are our
long term goals, at the moment the
goals o f many women differ so funda
mentally that it is difficult to imagine
any reconciliation, even if we could
agree as to ‘vision’ , would it be a good
thing ? is there a ‘ best’ vision ? if so,
how do we decide which it is ? if
there isn’ t, then we must accept as
valid a wide range o f differences, might

broadsheet
special $i

this caucus was costly in time, energy
and money for women who have very
little o f these, before we plan the next
one i think that we should begin
discussing which o f these expectations
it is reasonable to hope to fulfill.
1.
when people talk about
‘ productive’ discussion, it seems to me
that they often mean discussion that
ends in a decision, (for example, we
discussed whether policewom en
should be allowed in the movement,
and it seemed that we didn’t feel that
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it not be better if we view a weekend
gathering as a means o f putting in
touch women who would like to act
together, without expecting that they
should receive the support or even
approval o f the whole group ?
3. it seems to me that most feminist
groups spend more o f their energy on
keeping the group functioning and
together than they spend on trying to
achieve the goals that the group was
created for. perhaps if a woman feels
that a group is not doing whatever it is
that she joined it to do, she should
just leave, this would free the other
group members (w ho are presumably
in the group because it is doing what
they want) to continue, if a group is
no longer doing what anyone wants it
to do, then it might as well be
dissolved.

whole weekend had been spent talking
in informal clusters.
7. many women feel very impatient
at having to explain the ‘ fundamentals’
o f feminism, but it seems that unless
we are prepared to have a standard.
definition o f ‘ feminism’ and ‘ radical
feminism’ then everyone must continue
to make those definitions for them selves, this means that any gathering o f
‘ feminists’ must incorporate an
enormous range o f opinions, some o f
which will inevitably seem naive or
thoughtless to some women present.
all o f this was written in a great hurry
and is intended only to provoke all o f
us to think about whether we want
another gathering like the last, or
another gathering at all.

they relate to men and want sometimes
to talk about this. Others felt that they
are tired o f putting their energy into
women who go o ff to put theirs into
men. They also wondered how women
who are ‘ woman identified’ , who are
serious about feminism, who relate
emotionally and intellectually to
women, cannot also relate sexually to
them.
Some women felt they were being told
to push their sexuality around yet
again, having just got to the point o f
trusting their own body responses and
letting themselves relate more honestly
to men. Others felt they were being
accused o f being ‘ weekend feminists’ ,
then going back to their ‘ heterosexual
privilege’ . To women feeling the pain
and contradictions o f relating to men
this can hurt very much.

Camille Guy
4. it seems that our goals are so diverse
that we could feel unanimity o f
attitude only in response to ideas that
are in total opposition to ‘ feminism’ ,
so i suggest that if we had wanted to
feel solidarity with one another we
would have been better advised to
attend the National Party Conference.
5. we spent a great deal o f time hearing
what feminist groups were doing, the
groups were never fully examined from
the point o f view o f how much they
were doing to threaten the power
structure, i can think o f three reasons
for this: a. we tend to avoid conflict
and criticism, b. many women don’t
see the destruction o f the power struct
ure as one o f their goals, and c. groups
tend to be seen as self-justifying if
they merely continue to survive, so
from my point o f view, the main value
o f the reports was that they made
apparent some o f the other things we
wanted to discuss (though we never
really did discuss them).
6. a lot o f women think that making
and sustaining friendships is an un
worthy aim for a feminist gathering,
but it occurs to me that friendships
have p a y off in a lot o f directions, for
example, i think that people are more
often stimulated to re-examine their
ideas when they are challenged by
someone whom they like and trust,
when people are afraid they tend to
take a defensive position, i wonder
what would have happened if the

I hoped to meet women at the Caucus
with whom I would agree on what
issues and ideas are important and who
would want to talk about them. I want
to relate my own experience o f oppress
ion to an analysis o f wom en’s oppress
ion in N.Z. so that we can hegin to
change this. And I want to do this in a
feminist and collective way.
I would like to go to a weekend where
we break up into small groups to
discuss ideas in depth to stimulate each
other to think things through. I also
hoped for a weekend where we alter
nated talk/words/ideas with dancing/
movement/running along the beach, so
as not to get overheated and heady and
tense and tired.
I was really pleased to meet some
women with whom I shared ideas and
doing this made me feel much less
isolated. And I met some women I’ d
never met before and liked them very
much.
But we did not (except for one con 
troversial occasion)break into small
groups and we did not agree on what
we wanted to discuss. It seemed to me
there were tw o basic conflicts runnihg
through the weekend.
One was the lesbian separatist/
heterosexual one, which was not
brought out into the open and discuss
ed untjl very late on the last night.
Some women felt put down because

But to characterise the lesbian
separatist position as just that would
be unfair and I feel I gained something
from that discussion although my
feelings ran as high as an ybody’s.
The other major but unexplored con
flict was that o f the wide political
spectrum represented at the Caucus.
This ranged from a frankly capitalist
perspective to socialist to anarchist.
I feel this issue was hedged around and
avoided. If we had confronted it we
probably would have exposed our own
ignorance, but this would at least have
been a starting point.
My feeling is that until we do confront
and thoroughly explore these two
areas o f difference (not necessarily in
order to reach agreement) the
movement w on’t progress. And to do
this we need another conference where
we decide beforehand what we want to
discuss and how we intend to do it.

Joy Allen
This is not an overall assessment o f the
National Radical Feminist Caucus.
These are simply the personal thoughts
and feelings which have remained most
vividly with me since I attended the
caucus a week ago.
There were several personal disappoint
ments for me at the caucus. These were
all connected with the fact that I
experienced the prevailing m ood as

one o f bickering, dissatisfaction and
disagreeableness.
I was very disappointed that on the
first morning (Saturday) we did not
follow the plan to spend several hours
creating and communicating in a
variety o f media - painting, drawing,
drama, movement. My experience
elsewhere and especially at the Auck
land Regional Caucus at Easter con 
vinces me that this sort o f activity is
invaluable in getting us women in
touch with each other, and provides a
quite amazing source o f emotional
energy to carry through several hours
o f productive talking. I see it not as a
luxury to be squeezed in if possible,
but as an essential and largely untapp
ed area o f woman-communication. I
felt that we really missed out on some
thing because Saturday morning did
not happen.
I was disappointed that it took so
long and so many days o f often fruit
less hassling for us to get down to
thinking about just what these caucus
es are and what their functions and
powers are. Some women made great
efforts to talk about how decisions are
made in feminist organisations and
how specific decisions were made at
the caucus. However by this stage we
all seemed so paralysed by the pro
blems o f structurelessness that we
could not even make a decision on
whether to discuss decision making. It
was not till late on Monday that we
started questioning whether these
caucuses have any decision making
power at all, for themselves, for “ the
movement” or for any organisation
within the movement. I think we must
face the fact that as presently un
structured they are not representative
in any way. They are simply places
where a collection o f women who
individually define themselves as
radical feminists and who are able to
spend their time and money being
there can exchange ideas, or at the
most initiate action on specific issues as long as women actually at the
caucus will carry that action out. A
caucus has no power to make decisions
about the movement, only about
itself.
This is just part o f the wider problem
o f structurelessness within the femin
ist movement. I believe in structure

lessness; I believe in collective respon
sibility; I do not believe in hierarchies
and bureaucracies. However we should
scarcely expect a caucus to com e up
with positive plans and programmes
for “ the movement” (whatever that
may be) if our ideals preclude the
setting up o f a structure with power to
do this. If our aim is an organised
attack on the existing power structure
and a feminist take-over we probably
have to give up a lot o f our ideas about
structurelessness. If, however, our aim
is to change society from grass roots
levels, raising the consciousness o f all
women and building a mass movement,
perhaps we can keep our structureless
ness and put our energies into reaching
the woman-power “ out there” . In any
case I believe we must start talking

very hard to each other about just
what it is we want to do in our re
volution. But structure is only the
mechanics o f it. We must also start
talking about content. And we must be
prepared to talk a little louder and a
little more clearly to each other.
I was disappointed at the caucus to
find such a wide gap in understanding
and acceptance between lesbian
separatists and heterosexual women.
This issue had been talked out at
great length at the Auckland caucus;
the closeness o f contact that we experi
enced there as a whole group, and
which continued for me personally
over the intervening weeks, was once
again shattered. I found myself react
ing defensively. The message from

P h o to : Sandra C oney

Suffrage Day 1976
Send us news o f your groups planned activities for September 19th and we will
publicise them for you.
This photo shows women at Auckland’s 1975 Suffrage Day celebration in Myers
Park.
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lesbian separatists seemed clearly that
heterosexual women are second rate
feminists and that lesbian separatism
is som ehow a higher stage o f feminism.
It makes me extremely upset when
women I love and really want to be
close to refuse me that closeness on the
political grounds that I may choose to
relate in some part o f my emotional,
sexual or domestic life to a man or
men. It makes me more upset that
some lesbian women pass judgemental
comments and even get cheap belly
laughs at the expense o f women who
are not separatists.
Tension around this area remained
largely unspoken in the large group,
except for an eruption about the fact
that men who had been running the
creche for the weekend had entered
the hall when delivering and picking
up children. Nearly every woman
there agreed that the men should not
have com e into the hall. However the
discussion did bring out some very
basic differences in attitudes to men,
and whether in fact they have any
place at all in our visions o f a feminist
future. On Monday the issue was pick
ed up again, in the context o f question
ing just what this caucus is, and on
whose behalf it is making decisions
and initiating action. I am one woman
whose movement is not aimed at
setting up a women only lesbian
separatist matriarchy. These are the
concepts I hear thrown around. If
there are other women who regard
themselves as radical feminists and do
not have those aims then I think we
had better speak up fast and start
talking about what we do want, just
what our revolution means, what is our
vision. It was agreed late on Monday
morning that the next caucus should
devote time to discussion o f our long
term goals. I look forward to this. I
think it is significant that in the
absence o f any real attempt to thrash
out our political differences, the only
issue on which positive plans were
made was the abortion campaign.
Finally, I was disappointed that so
many women regarded the caucus as
a place to drop into for a while, to
sample, to observe and then to go
away. For me such a weekend is a total
experience. I cannot see h ow we can
possibly build on our collective past,
how we can avoid having the same
arguments year after year, if women

will not com m it themselves to stay
with what is happening. Surely if we
do not like what is happening we
should be putting some effort into
doing something about it. I personally
found it very irritating and distracting
to have a constant stream o f semi
participants coming and going through
out Saturday and Sunday and being
asked repeatedly to recapitulate on
what had happened so far. I would
like to see us committing ourselves at
future .caucuses to being there for a
stated period o f time. One way to be
sure o f having no say in what is going
on in this structureless feminism is to
drop out.
In spite o f all these gripes and dis
appointments I am totally comm itted
to the next Radical Feminist Caucus. I
badly want to sort out, out loud,
where we are going, what our visions
are, what our differences and our
com m on goals are, and to what extent
we can work together within these. If
there are splits within the movement
we had better face up to them fast.

Pilar Michalka
What can I say about the Radical
Feminist Caucus? After being away
from feminist meetings and activities
for the last six months I had really
looked forward to the caucus. Per
haps my expectations were very
high! Apart from meeting some very
good and special women, I found the
weekend exasperating, frustrating and
very difficult at the group level.
Within the larger group the discussion
did not materialise. We did touch on
a few important issues like money,
feminist business and the activities
o f different groups. We did not really
get to the guts o f the issues. One o f
the points we did discuss at length
was the idea o f policewomen in the
movement. The discussion was
important because many o f the contra
dictions within ourselves came out
into the open.
One o f the most painful things about
me weexena was the ‘split' o f Sunday
afternoon. I found it especially
painful, mainly because mistakenly I
had thought the ‘split’ had really been
resolved within the movement. Yet
on Sunday afternoon it appeared as
if no time had elapsed since March
o f ‘ 75 in Hamilton. I could hear the
same words, the same arguments
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and the same voices. It was almost
maddening. I realise now that
although I might have resolved (or I
think I have) within myself what my
position is in relation to lesbianism, it
means nothing within the larger
wom en’s movement. And this is what
I find so painful. Because o f this
the weekend has caused me a
terrible depression and I have been
unable to function for the last five
days. As far as I can see, we are still
divided. Artificially divided, but
divided nevertheless. On Sunday
afternoon, in something like a split
second; I found myself divided from
women with whom I had talked
privately all weekend and found that
we were thinking about the same
issues, reading the same books,
worrying about the same problem sin fact, having the same politics. I
don’t want to contemplate the
thought that the interchange o f ideas
which we had had, was not sincere
and honest. I know it was. Because
o f this I see the “ split” as nothing
but a contradiction. I really think
that if ever there is another caucus,
we should confront the contra
dictions among us in a concrete and
ongoing way. In order to be
revolutionary feminists, we must
understand views o f all women and
then act to find com m on areas o f
oppression and potential avenues
for alliances. We will never achieve
this in perpetuating the division.

Sandy Barry
“ Heterosexual privilege.” The cardinal
sin o f radical feminists. I felt brut
alized. I was unable to be heard.
“ Weekend feminists” . “ If you don’ t
like matriarchy y o u ’ve read the
wrong books.”
It was one o f the most horrific
experiences o f my life. Because I am
a woman I’ve been raped. Because I
am a woman I was given second-class
education. Because I am a lesbian
I’ve been spat at, ostracised and
vilified. Because I am a woman I lost
my identity in a marriage. Because
I am a woman I became a mother.
Because I was a misfit woman I
became a pill-popping, psychiatrist’s
patient. I didn’ t make the choices.
Because I am a woman life has been
one long pre-ordained set o f closed

options. But that stopped. Because
I met some other women who had
started to call a halt to the agonising
process that was a woman’s lot. And
I began to make decisions. Now as
long as I have the strength I’ll
choose to follow a path that isn’ t
easy but is far more meaningful
than any other I know, but I’ll
decide with whom I walk. I’ve dec
ided what doors to open, which to
shut. I will no longer accept being
a non-person. I am not a shadow. I
insist on being treated as a worthwhile
person and w on’ t accept the value
judgements o f others based on my
colour, sex, sexuality, affluence,
religion. I will not accept being
classified as intellectually fuck-witted
because o f my political/personal
choice o f life-style, nor will I be part
o f such a classification system being
perpetrated on others.
The women who attended the Radical
Feminist Caucus abolished once and
for all the myth o f heterosexual priv
ilege. It is about time radical femin
ism was analysed. The real meaning
is obscured in a mass o f sisterhood
that allows a large number o f women
to sit, silent, oppressed totally
paralysed because the moment they
object to the mythical party line and
raise themselves up o ff their knees,
look their sisters in the eyes and
challenge them, the balls/cunt sledge
hammer is dragged out and they are
psychologically clubbed back into
submission - just as they are used
to in the rest o f society. Women
were so humbled they deferred to the
“ doubly oppressed vanguard” . As
a lesbian, as a feminist, as a mother,
as a wife, as a woman, I felt sick when
I looked around to see my sisters,
dumb, afraid, apologising for
existing even, accepting the scorn
and shit handed out by so called
women-identified women.
The movement in New Zealand is
small. Strong women are needed
and when we come together we had
better get our heads together and
decide why we are there and what
are our own hopes, fears and aspir
ations. Then we can decide with
whom we wish to work. I wish to
work with radical feminists who
don’ t, either in ignorance or
arrogance, intimidate sisters who
have chosen to fuck men. What is

going on in a woman’s head is what
matters, what she does with her
cunt is her business. The personal
is political means getting the shit
out o f you r head and life - not
reatreating from all the problems but
overcoming them.
I am sorry if by Monday afternoon
when I sounded angry, aggressive,
accusatory I offended some people.
I couldn’t hide my disgust any longer.

I let the pain show and it didn’t look
nice. That’s too bad. I will no
longer take part in anti-wo man
charades without voicing my protest,
without struggling. I won’t accept
intolerance from men. I w on’t
accept it from women either. I hope
at the next caucus the women who
sat silent, suffering to rid themselves
o f heterosexual privilege stand up and
call a halt to their matyrdom.

The Nuclear Family
is Compulsory
The Minister of Social
Welfare’s campaign to get
solo mothers to
“voluntarily” given up
their Domestic Purposes
Benefits, has predictably
turned into a witch-hunt.

Although Walker defined a de facto
relationship as being a merging o f lives
to an extent that it amounts to a
marriage situation, in fact we have
heard reports that women having any
contact with men (as friends or sexual
partners) have been investigated by the
Department. Such an inquiry (possibly
instigated by informing neighbours or
relations) is often conducted with
more hostility than police enquiries.
Often on this basis, rather than acting
on Walker’s criterion, a benefit is cut
off.

Bert Walker, Minister o f Social
Welfare, has announced a crack
down in Domestic Purposes
Benefits. Women who live in de
facto relationships will have their
benefits terminated and any
woman deceiving the Department
about her living arrangements will
be prosecuted after May 31st.

This would place such women in an
appalling emotional, financial and
politically oppressive situation. It also
means that mothers with no alternative
access to econom ic independence are
forced to sell their domestic and sexual
services to a man.
Thus, a woman once married with
children and wishing to leave an

Continued on page 17

Photographic Competition
In the last tw o issues o f Broadsheet we have publicised our photograph
competition. Some women have suggested to us that the idea o f women com pet
ing against each other in an area where each individual woman’s artistic vision is
unique and valid, is not a good one. We have discussed this and find that we
agree with this argument. We have therefore decided not to have a competition
but instead to arrange exhibitions o f a selection o f the photographs in the four
main centres (people in other areas who would be interested in arranging such an
exhibition o f the photos could contact Broadsheet). We will also publish a
number o f the photos in Broadsheet as we did last time.
Closing date for receiving photos : August 30
Specifications: Not more than five photographs, preferably mounted, each one
marked with your name and address. Submitting the photos constitutes per
mission for us to publish them in Broadsheet.We will eventually return the
photos, unless you state that Broadsheet can keep them, but you must expect
them to be with us for about a year. Send your photographs to our b o x number
or bring them to our office.
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SA N D Y B A R R Y discusses the various tactics which have been used to try and
destroy and discredit the feminist movement and its demands.
Today there appears to be an
increasing awareness of what
the women’s movement is
really about. Few people can
now look blankly and pretend
not to know what feminists
want.
Today, because women are
taking it upon themselves to do
the telling and not working
totally via a male interpreter, we
are getting the message across.
We are telling people that women as a
group will no longer suffer the
indignity o f not being able to control
their own destinies. We are well
aware that we are a part o f the
world’s population, and what we want
is recognition o f this by the minority
that has subjugated us for its own
purposes for so long. Men’s fear that
feminists would be totally brutal
taskmasters if we got the opportunity
shows that they at least recognise the
disgusting way we have been abused.
It reminds me o f the white fear o f
black supremacy in South Africa.
Women have, for time immemorial,
been appendages to men but this
does not justify the restriction for
one more day o f any woman who
wants to stand as an individual, to
be totally independent with
integrity. Society must respect her
choices.
It is about time we stopped having a
double value system; one that
judges men, and another, women. Any
view a woman puts forward on an
issue is not considered legitimate by
men. This double standard first o f
all requires us to convince men that
what we are saying is something o f
worth. To get this permission to speak
we are forced to resort to incredibly
servile techniques. We cook a great
big meal to butter them up - “ the
way to a man’s heart is through his

stomach” - win a heart then maybe
a head will listen. We weedle them,
fawning, a form o f belly-creeping
wd learn from older sisters, mothers
etc. We have babies - signing letters
“ mother o f ten” in the newspapers,
as if fertility had anything to do
with com petency to hold reasonable
views on issues. Or we just beg. We
form societies, usually under the
benevolent patronage o f males, and
plead for homes for unmarried
mothers, for emergency housing for
battered wives, for more legal
protection, for econom ic aid, for
better education, for cheaper fo o d , for
access to housing loans, for non
molestation orders, for maintenance
agreements. We are very naive. The
game we are playing is too rough. It
is o f no use turning to the opposing
team to be referee. The winners are
not likely to change the.rules. We
must get ourselves out o f the game.
We must not indulge in any more
minor rule changes that leave the
bulk o f the monstrous b ook o f rules
unaltered. To rewrite the b o o k isn’ t
enough either. We must rethink
the game.
The difficulties faced by the Women’s
Movement have been fairly predict
able. What men see is an unrecognised,
unsanctioned, therefore illegitimate,
group o f non-people busy making
statements about issues. Without
prior consultation with the grand
masters in the match, no players are
considered real.

So what was the first reaction o f the
male establishment to this unreal
situation where women were
questioning and challenging men’s
right to speak on behalf o f society?
They laughed. A good big hearty
guffaw echoed round the world in
all the clubs and pubs as the word
spread. Women wanted liberation:
that effectively silenced the many

women whose self-esteem still lay
within the grasp o f men.
That a movement so profound in its
aims, that o f liberating a whole class
o f people to realise their own
potential, is thought o f as funny is
too horrific to really respond to. We
just kept going and speaking up.
Standing up and being counted.
Which brought us into the second
phase. The jeers turned to sneers.
The smile was being wiped from the
smug faces o f some self-sufficient
people as they realised that for all to
be liberated meant the giving up o f
male prerogatives in the power
structure. The haves must give some
thing up to allow the havenots a
fair, equitable share o f society’s
chances. That’s not such a hyster
ically funny idea as was the idea o f
a few hen-pecked men changing
nappies or women growing full
beards. The line taken here was
more subtle than just poking fun.
The opponents o f wom en’s liberation
played on the fear o f male rejection
that all women have. They pointed
out that these “ liberated” women
were physically unattractive to men no bras, no corsets, no makeup. We
were unwomanly and unnatural.
So we became worse than lepers and
the epithets were thrown thick and
fast. More women couldn’t take the
barrage o f male rejection. T o many o f
us our only valid existence depends
upon male approval. Many women
were afraid to be labelled “ unnatural” ,
lesbians, or man haters so they flocked
back to the “ wom anly” , natural camp
set up by men to accom m odate them:
the family and associated wom en’s
groups.
Only very resolute women have
survived this onslaught; women who
see the strange twist that makes bache
lor a swinger and spinster an object o f
pity, misogyny an acceptable, lovable
idiosyncracy and misandry an
unfortunate affliction, women who
came to see “ lesbian” as a word that
means loving women not castrating
bitch. The movement had withstood a
trial by ordeal. But the women who
remain still have battles to fight. The
imagination o f men has grown weary even “ Liberty Bodiss” has left the
daily papers - and we are no longer
boxing only at shadows.

Those who are left are indeed proud
women. If we hadn’t been strong we
wouldn’ t have lasted the snicker or
snort campaigns. And we still pass on
the word.

And women are beginning to listen.
Our nature is such that after a while,
even if it is grudging we do respect
those people who are not detered by
public ostracism - and disapproval.
Women wondered what kept the
“ embittered” , “ neurotic,” “ strident” ,
“ lesbian outcasts” going. Curiosity is
a wonderful ally to oppressed groups eventually people want to know what
the fuss is about. And what the move
ment had to say was indeed pertinent hard cold facts about the position o f
women in our society. And the impli
cations o f what is being said are not
being lost either. Women are identify
ing with feminism albeit in all sorts
o f forms and interpretations. Again we
are forming an identity, a collective
spirit, and turning back to the pro
blems, this time resolved not to be
ignored, laughed at, or reviled. In fact
we haven’ t got time to waste on that
childish trivia any more because as we
form a collective to combat the in
equities so does the system to enforce
them. Individuals no longer are the
obstacles, but institutions and power
groups who have a good deal invested
in the status quo (for women, read
status : no) are tightening up the rules
to further entrench their interests.
Now women have to fight the legal
restrictions we live under, and the
econom ic restraints. We must over
com e the incredible prejudice that
exists in all the written statutes, placed
there for our protection but now
keeping us in bondage. Women don ’t
need to be sheltered. Men should stop
treating us as spoils or prey.
Men should not be seen as our
providers; we wish to provide for
ourselves. The econom ic disadvantage
women suffer is what needs talking
about. Already employers are avoid
ing equal pay by reclassifying jobs so
that women don’t qualify for the
same pay as men - limits on weights
to be lifted, hours worked, conditions
o f work are being used to keep us on
less than equal pay.
The real hurdles - the legal and
econom ic barriers in our way - are also
complemented by a subtler form o f
opposition; “ grave misgivings” . Grave
misgivings is the attitude that the
oracles o f our society have to any new
idea - be it mini-skirts, men with long
hair or more radical political move
ments such as Women’s Liberation,
Feminism, or Emancipation (choose
the word you feel most comfortable
with). Traditionally we have been
taught to accept the views o f particu
lar groups - the power holders o f the
time - or face the consequences (bad)
if we didn’t. “ Serious subjects” such

as W omen’s Liberation have now to
cope with the full weight o f “ gravg
misgivings” . What will happen to
society if women don ’t tend the child
ren, men, homes, factories, offices,
charities, churches etc ? they ask.
They paint a picture o f starving child
ren, distraught men, filth and despair,
with belligerent amazons stalking the
streets. This means that
(a)
women are necessary to men in
a way they never admitted
before;
(b)
without us they are nothing;
(c)
we are incredibly powerful..
We know we are not destroyers, but
creators, and so we can build up what
we want, not leave the world in ruins
because o f our liberation.
Women will no longer be a low groan
in this society - and it is within the
supportive pro women, all women
environment o f our own making that
we will get the strength to go out and
shout out loud about the greatest
revolution this world has ever seen.
The second wave o f feminism w on’t be
stopped by a single obstacle or series
o f them if we recognise them for what
they are - the bastions o f the
patriarchy. We know we are right and
we will find a way to overcome them.
Custom, convention, or sheer habit;
morality or manners; consensus pre
ssure or coercion; political, legal or
econom ic barriers; persuasion, ridicule,
gossip, opprobrium, or ostracism;
lobotom y or valium w on’t stop us.

Continued from page 15
unhappy marriage is faced with either
emotionally isolated dependence on
the State or with finding a substitute
‘husband’ . Either way she is deprived
o f absolute control over her own life
and the ability to freely enter a loving
relationship with another person.
The only alternative is to vigorously
lie to the Department and maintain
vigilant secrecy about her private life
vis-a-vis the rest o f the world.
Walker announced that a Committee
on Family Affairs has been set up.
This would welcome submissions or
letters from groups or individuals.
We see the creation o f the Committee
as a reaction against the growing
independence o f mothers. It is intent
on re-emphasising the importance o f
the family and glorifying it. Feminists
should write to the Committee stating
their opposition to the male view o f
the nuclear family unit.
Seonaid Abernethy

To read many books and listen to many public statements
you’d think women didn’t exist. “Mankind”, “man” and “he”
are commonly used to the exclusion of the other half of
humankind. KERI HULME presents an alternative.

What has Ve
got to say for Verself ?
“ VE”

Having an excellent sense o f self-preservation, I pursued
the matter privately.

(“ and dare love that, and say so too,
and forget the He and She ...”

I discovered that there are non-sexist words fo r humans:

.... J. Donne, The Undertaking)

Ve.
Ver.
Vis.
Verself.
Yeah, you say, so what?
A heap o f word-coinings?
New follies fo r scrabble-practitioners?
No. No. And no again.
When I was little and logical, and more ignorant than I am
now, I used to be highly annoyed by the general use of
MAN
M ANKIND
and the personal pronouns,
HE
HIM
HIS
as words fo r the whole human race.
“ Why not Womankind? She and hers?” I asked.
They
(need I tell you who They are? You’ve met them;)
laughed.
Ahh, they said, smiling fondly, patting the arrogant little
smart alec, what a clever child it is! But what it doesn’t
understand is that tradition and practice and commonsense all decree that Man is the word everyone uses for
humans. O f course, it includes Woman. Everyone knows
th a t...

people
persons
humanity
races
tribes
nations.
There was also the word, humankind.

I learned that the plural pronouns,
we
us
ours;

Feel, somehow, excluded?
A little experiment:
"... and during the last hundred years humanity has
gradually, albeit reluctantly, some to accept that Ve too
is part o f nature...”

they
them
theirs,

“ a documentation o f this s o rt.... provides the reader
with the easiest means o f transporting verself back into
the p ast...”

were w itho ut specific sexual connotations.
I realised that while the words,
it,
its,
itself,

“ The greatest mystery o f all is Human verself.”
(All the above can be written easily with plurals, o f course:
*hum anity (or humankind, or people) and they
*providing the readers with the easiest means o f
transporting themselves
*afe people themselves;

could be applied to anyone, female, or male, or neuter
(or indeed, to anything)
they generally weren’t used to mean human beings
(except derogatorily.)

why do people avoid using plurals?
Because i t ’s fun to assume exclusivity? That humanity
consists o f one sex? Because you’ve been browbeaten
into the idea humans really are men? ( if they’re to have
any worth?)

I wondered why; why nobody used the general words
fo r the human race; why plurals weren’t used when
plurality (as in humans in general) was meant; why, if
people resent a non-personal pronoun being used o f
them, nobody had invented a neuter personal pronoun.

This probably all reads like very small deer. Ur, some
thing.

(Being an iconoclast and tradition-wrecker supreme, I
promptly went ahead and invented it. I played with' .
ae = she/he
aes = hers/his
aer = her/him.

But given tw o facts;
the fact that words are powerful little things in our
society, and the way words are used indicates what goes
on in our society;
the fact that words are one o f the most powerful mediums
o f ideas, and changing words, can change ideas;

But that coining wasn’t practicable. You couldn’t say it,
with any degree o f certainty.
So, along came,

the introduction o f a personal but neuter set o f pronouns
would be A Good Thing. I’ve advisedly used that bland
phrase.

ve = she/he
vis = hers/his
ver = her/him,

Let’s face it, calling humanity, Womankind, is just as
untrue as calling us Mankind.

and verself fo r the final finishing touch. I’ve since used
them in a science fantasy trilogy, two short stories, and
most o f the time when faced by a “ he” that means “ she+
he=us” humans. They’re easy to say, to use, and addict
ive.)
Being a little less ignorant these days, I know why people
do it: i t ’s a reflection o f who’s got the whip-hand.
I ’ve just picked up a pop-history.
I t ’s called, “ FROM APE TO ADAM : THE FIRST
M ILLIO N YEARS OF M AN .” I t ’s by Herbert Wendt,
and it purports to describe the process and progress o f
humanity as discovered by archaeology.
Some extracts from the introduction:
“ ...during the last hundred years man has gradually,
albeit somewhat reluctantly, come to accept that he too
is part o f nature ...”
A documentation o f this sort in words and pictures
provides the reader with the easiest means o f transporting
himself back into the past.”

We aren’t all He.
Neither are we all She.
But we are Ve. (Or could be, if this idea gains currency!)
•

Further areas you may care to experiment in:
spirituality ahd religion (godhood and spirit are tradition
ally maimed and distorted by the almost exclusive use o f
masculine pronouns and descriptions.)
history, anthropology, psychology, sociology (where any
representative person who’s sex is unknown is tradition
ally referred to as ‘he’ - one quick reference: “ The Child
in N Z” - the authors make a small and jocular apology fo r
use o f ‘he’ but anyone reading the book is le ft with the
disturbing impression that NZ is peopled solely by males.)
heads (try thinking in terms that Mind, & Spirit, are
neuter, basically.)

And the writer quotes from Novalis on the page beginning
the work proper:

To misquote Donne, “ No person is an island, entire unto
verself,” : ripples o f what we do, and say, and write, wash
all kinds o f strange shores! Stream into all manner o f
strange heads.

“ The. greatest mystery o f all is man h im self...”

And, tongue in cheek, so, Ve the world!
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Everyone does what they
like/
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to deliver her final, splendid denunciation. Tom spent
the next few days sleeping in the shed. For Joss and
Peter the argument lasted until 7a.m.

Jill manoeuvred her bag, coat and an armful of
groceries through the back gate. Those bloody
bottles still stacked there, the old fridge that
John reckons he’ll get $5 for, the kleensaks not
put out again this week ... when is rubbish day?
The Council’s messing us about changing days
and I think there was a strike on Wednesday.
Three dogs came up to greet her and slipped in
through the back door as she went in.

Next day the men discovered some urgent political
business in Whangarei and most shot through in the
truck fo r a day or so. The women continued to fume
but cleaned up the house. They built up some solidarity
but as one women told me later “ Since we got together
about sexism the men tend to go out more and the
women are tending to feel sorry for them. I t ’s a new
battle fro n t and the women wonder if they’ve gone
too fa r.”

Music was underway already. Peter was playing
Dylan on guitar and two of the transients were
fiddling with the amplifier. Somebody had
already lit the fire and Joss and the guys were
sitting round it. Joss was knitting and Peter
was raging about capitalists, cops, students,
landlords and the Left. All the good armchairs
were taken leaving only the one the dogs had
ripped the stuffing out of.

Cowardly I hesitated to begin interviewing in this
charged and touchy atmosphere, telling myself people’s
reactions might be defensive or distorted while their
feelings were running so high. I waited a week or.so
and then began individual interviews, asking each person
the same ten questions. I didn’t interview everybody,
partly because five people left in the two months
or so I took to do this, and partly because after nine
interviews I fe lt I probably had a representative
sample o f views.

Nobody had started cooking yet so Jill unloaded the
groceries and began to clear a space in the kitchen.
Thirteen adults, three children and three dogs share

Women within this communal house had
different perceptions of labour division within
the household, as Camille Guy discovered
when she talked to inhabitants of the house.
this house. They range in age from IV 2 to 31. Several
have full-tim e jobs (nurse, labourers), two are full-tim e
students, two are solo mothers and the rest work casually
or part-time. The group didn’t start out together. In
fact most did not know each other until they moved
into the house. The turnover is high and as people
leave new tenants are recruited through advertisements
on the university, Women’s Centre and People’s Union
notice boards. Each person pays rent separately to the
agent up the road because collecting over $100 a week
proved too much fo r one person.

By then things were back to normal, so far as I could
tell. That is basic housework got done w ithout obvious
conflict, still it seemed, mainly by the women. Good
communal meals were shared, cooked mainly by the
women. And the house atmosphere was generally
warm and open though punctuated by the occasional
sharp quarrel or sometimes raging row. These were
usually between couples over what seemed to be
personal conflicts. The backyard was cleared up one
day but there were still four crippled vehicles on the
lawn and the dogs had increased to seven.

Nobody objected when I put a notice on the board
saying I wanted to talk to the people in the house in
order to write an article fo r Broadsheet. I said I wanted
to find out whether men and women in this house had
different roles than in the average family.

I feel that the verbatim answers to my questions speak
for themselves and raise some o f the issues of
communal living as effectively as any theoretical
analysis. I have alternated men and women’s
comments (the women’s in bold face). But I will
make a few concluding observations.

But the follow ing night some guys came round to take
one o f the men o ff to a party. Tom hadn’t seen these
mates fo r a long time and he said casually to Jenny, his
wife, “ Well I ’m o ff now” leaving her to look after
their fo ur year old son. Jenny reacted angrily, not
liking his assumption that she would stay home baby
sitting while he went to a party. Nevertheless Tom
went o ff with his mates. While they were away all hell
broke loose, as the women got together and shared
grievances. By the time the men returned at 1a.m.
sex war was well and tru ly declared. Jill had cut holes
at nipple point in her T shirt and everybody in the
house was shouting. A t 3a.m. Tom and Jenny swung
into the finale o f their row. Jenny stood in the doorway

Despite a lo t o f shouting and talking people in this
house do not seem fu lly aware o f each other’s
attitudes. Nor do they agree on what actually happens.
Take the simple example o f emptying the compost
bucket. Several people told me that everybody
empties it, but one man said: “ I ’m responsible for
the compost. I empty it all the time. Nobody else
does.”
On the more complex issues o f decision making there
seem two conflicting opinions: that there is decision
by consensus, or that three women make the
decisions. My impression is that at least half the peoph
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in the house would prefer more structure or
organisation about housework but they are unable to
initiate change. The two women most vehement about
wanting change have now moved elsewhere.

The women all say that the men are working and why
should they come home and do housework, but I
don’t. To me doing their housework is like wiping
their arse. The men say we don’t see it - that’s bullshit.
They don’t see it because they don’t want to see it.
Men argue it’s got to do with conditioning, but what a
weak excuse. I ’m "trying to overcome my conditioning
not enhance it by saying that’s my conditioning.’

All the women and most o f the men agreed that women
did the bulk o f the housework and cooking. One woman
said “ I think all the guys are aware and do agree their
role shouldn’t be any different.” Yet one o f the men
most closely involved in the household told me
There s not really any difference in roles except
fo r one couple where he goes to work. It doesn’t
matter if men and women do different things.”
Another said “ I don’t believe i t ’s necessary for both
men and women to do the same things since there
are families here.” And another: “ Traditional roles
still exist. The women show more attention to
domestic things like cooking and washing and the men
go out to work and mend broken down vehicles.
I think it ’s natural.”

It seems to be mostly the women who do it and now
and again the men under social pressure. The women
putting up the voluntary list has improved the situation
(tho ’ I prefer a roster). Before the unspoken thing
resulted in the women doing it all and a lo t o f friction
and resentment, naturally. A lot disagreed w ith the
list, especially the men.’
‘I feel responsible for any part of the house that I use.
I ’ll do dishes downstairs if I think people are busy or
all out, just as in any of my friends’ houses, so it’s
nicer for them when they return. The whole thing is
very chaotic but I think it’s basically done by the
people who don’t work, mostly the women up till
now.’

In fact even the women did not all agree that men and
women should do the same things: “ As long as every
body is doing what they feel is their b it th a t’s o.k. I ’d
hate to th ink there were demands made on a person who
couldn’t actually fu lfil them. A lot o f people feel they
can t actually do things. One guy took five hours to do
mince and potatoes. We only made him cook twice.”

‘ It gets done when people get pissed o ff with the dirt.
There’s no organisation but I feel responsible fo r it.’
Normally the women do it tho’ some men are quite
good and one is when he gets a boot in the arse.
Nothing was worked out about it. We’ve got that roster
of names so slack people can see - mind you they never
look at it.’

Whether or not people working full-tim e should do an
equal share o f the housework doesn’t seem to have been
resolved. Some o f the women don’t seem to regard
their combination o f child care, part-time employment
and political work as amounting to the same thing as a
full-tim e job and I suspect they downgrade the im port
ance o f their own activities.

I m not a good example because I ’m lazy. Everything
gets done but I don’t know who does it half the time.
The place gets untidy really quickly so i t ’s a never
ending battle. I have been known to clean at times but
I don’t pay much attention to it. I ’m not here all day.
I did vacuuming once and there were patronising com
ments like th at’s a relief to see! ’ People should make
their own mess as minimal as possible - men are less
conscious o f this because they’ve been wet nursed.’

Finally it seems clear to me that traditional sex roles
won’t be changed in communes which shun organisation
and ideology. With no principles and practices agreed on
people tend to fall back on old habits and conditioning.
For some it has not yet occurred to them to change
them.

on child care:
‘The mothers do it and the fathers if they’re here. I ’m
not responsible.’

on house cleaning :

‘I tend to not really want to put (my child) on to other
people. If he does a shit everybody will scream for me
(except for one other woman). Most of the people
here feel it’s all on the mother.’

Everyone does what they like. The women concerned
with the children do the work.’
‘My attitude is that if someone wants something
cleaned up they clean it up. That seems to be how i t ’s
always worked round here with very occasional group
splurges. Yeah, I feel my share o f responsibility,
believe it or not. (ADM ITTED DOING NOTFIING IN
PREVIOUS FORTNIGHT EXCEPT CLEAN THE
H ONCE, BEFORE USING IT). I ’ve been working
for the past 8 months so i t ’s just been a sleeping place
for me.’
‘This place is pretty much just used by some people.
Some people have cared but one or two can’t keep it
up, it’s got to be all of us. The ones that do it say I ’ve
been doing all this and nobody gives a shit. When you
want to say something to people in this house they want
it to be made an official statement. They’ll say O.K.
don t talk to me about it, you have to call a meeting.

‘Usually the women look after them except fo r one
man (the child’s father). I don’t feel responsible. I ’m
young and not used to living in a household with kids.’
‘I have to be responsible don’t I? I hardly ever babysit
at all. There’s nothing worked out at all about it. I
think he’s my responsibility.’
‘We all look after the kids, play with them and keep
them out o f trouble.’
‘The women do it unless the men are being especially
kind and offer to take the kids out because they’re
going that way. If one woman wants to go out another
will usually step in.’
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I do my share o f entertaining them, I ’m not ultim ately
responsible for them .’

‘ Everyone’s quite good with the kids but the actual
bathing and feeding is done by the mothers.’

on standards of hygiene:
‘ My standards are different. I suppose we should talk
about it - th a t’s the obvious thing to say - but you can
end up bashing heads with each other. We could
write a list o f things to be done and see which is more
im portant to people and allocate them so. People are
happy to do them and i t ’s not a grudging chore. It
happened when we first moved here but what really dis
solved it was people moving in and out quickly. I
don’t see why it can’t be resolved if everyone is honest
about it - if somebody isn’t particularly worried about
hygiene they can put more energy elsewhere e.g. do
the dishes twice in a row because they haven’t fe lt
like doing the vacuuming fo r a month or so.’
‘ I can live in a mess if I feel I have to, but I w ill also
invite you to study the cleanliness o f my room. This is
a private matter because people tend to relate to their
own immediate environment very differently. The
main living room is a thoroughfare and the only
exclusively living room in a house o f over a dozen
people. Consequently it never stays tidy fo r more than
two minutes. T hat’s not the responsibility o f the
people living here but the architects and landlords.
Tolerance fo r each other’s different standards seems to
be the most outstanding feature here. If I want things
cleaner either I clean it or I don’t complain. I have
known o f women freaking out about the situation

in the past.’
'I prefer things cleaner, especially the washing machine.
One guy said he’d cleaned it and he hadn’t even
cleaned the bowl. I confronted him which I find
really hard and he later went out and cleaned it. You
can’t make it an institution but you should organise
it so i t ’s a necessity. I’m inclined not to clean up
after people now but to ask them if they have finished.
If they say they don’t see the mess th ey’d better start
looking. My solution is to pack their bags. Rosters are
no good.’
‘I don’t know. I don’t observe people’s hygiene.’
‘My standards are less than J’s and the same as M’s. and
a lo t higher than any o f the guys. We can resolve this
by pushing them into noticing, by encouraging them. I
think all the guys are aware and do agree their role
shouldn’t be any different. Once i t ’s pointed out to
them the flo or is d irty they’ll do something about it.
It will come right eventually especially with the younger
guys.’
‘ No differences.’

on cooking:
‘ I ’ve only cooked once since I ’ve been here. I t ’s loosely
organised, up to each person’s guilt. The women cook
more than the men but probably because they’re
better at it and because they tend to cook more than
males.’

‘ I t ’s mainly the women who cook altho’ we’ve had
periods when i t ’s been good. A fter a big stink o f
course.’

on feelings about the house and how to
make changes:

‘ I think i t ’s been balanced reasonably well, but again
generally the women have done more. The main
problem with cooking seems to have been bachelor men
and the punishment for non-co-operation is expulsion
from group eating. This has happened to three men so
fa r.’

I m happy about it and don’t want to see any changes. I
do things when I’ve got the time and energy. I ’ve
vacuumed, swept, scrubbed, cleaned the laundry - but I
don’t do it regularly. Nobody does nothing. It gets done.
It would irritate me if I had to cook on a certain day. I
hate organisation. I prefer anarchy.’

‘Cooking worked better when we had nights, but that
only lasted a week or so. Some people cook under
pressure, if i t ’s hinted they haven’t cooked fo r a while.’

‘ It could be better. There’s one guy at present who does
nothing and nobody’s had a chance to get on to him yet.
I sort o f th ink i t ’s up to me to say things but I ’d never
tell anyone to leave. I f I wanted change I ’d talk to j.
and J. (2 other women) and i f they agreed I ’d bring it
up with others. This place is run by females, th ey’ve
more energy to put into it or care more. I don’t think
I mind doing housework as much as the guys do. I’ll
do something and just forget about it. But if the guys
do anything they expect to be praised fo r it. They don’t
accept it as part o f their duty to do it.’

‘ I found I was working too much to have any energy to
cook when I came home, so I ended up looking after
myself. The kitchen is too overloaded.’ (From an
expelled male).

on male/female role differences:
‘There are some things men do better and vice versa. I
don’t think it does any harm fo r a man to cook a meal
occasionally. Whilst the traditional roles exist they are
markedly diluted in contrast to middle class society.
Over the time I’ve been here I ’ve noticed that most o f
the people who live here have a basic complaint with thsway society is organised and consequently they try to
allow the women who live here just that much more
breathing room .’
T he women are far more responsible. Before we said
anything about this the men were getting away with as
little as possible just as th ey’ve done all their lives. All
work should be shared equally. We’re meant to be rev
olutionaries - th at’s political nonsense we’re all
talking.’

On a practical domestic level I ’m not happy. I t ’s a bit
one sided on a sex basis. Also i t ’s maybe a b it lax. I
can’t see the point in vacuuming every day. You can
get obsessive about housework. There should be some
thing more positive done about k itty and we should
take it in turns to do bulk buying. On a personal basis I
should cook a b it more - maybe a roster system, but
they’re too inflexible. When people talk about these
things I comment or back them up.’
‘ I ’m not happy about it. I t ’s just pretty shitty the way
it s being run or not run. It would be so much happier if
we all cared the same. People just don’t know how good
it would be if it was functioning like a home. The biggest
change I ’d like to see is that men regardless o f working
do clean toilets, do clean handbasins, not when i t ’s their
turn but when i t ’s d irty .’

‘Women play a more domesticated role. Yes it matters it should be shared equally.’
‘There’s no difference except that the men are slacker.
The guys don’t tend to do one thing more than any
other. I see no reason why there should be any d iffer
ence.’

‘ I ’m used to tighter organisation. For the spontaneous
way to work everybody must be educated into doing it.
People have to make you aware o f it. It may involve a
necessary amount o f bitching. I wouldn’t mind more
organisation but I haven’t been here long enough and
I ’m not confident enough to initiate it.’

I think we tend to fall into role playing categories as
laid down as most efficient in capitalist society, but the
difference is we’re always trying to change this social
pattern. But I can earn $3-6 an hour and J. makes
$1.65 so I do two jobs and she tends to do more house
keeping to make up.’

I m not happy about it. The whole backyard and places
that could be good to be in are so junky and terrible.
People don’t seem to be really into living with others
and don’t know how to do it. I would be fo r a far more
organised, not a strictly rigid system, even just to stop
the bitching that goes on. It would make the atmosphere
more pleasant, and people would know who did what.
So at least if there were bitching it could be directed. I
always feel free to speak my mind. If you go too far
people tell you i t ’s nothing to do with you. There’s never
been a house meeting in.the six months I ’ve been here
so i t ’s never been able to be constructive.’

‘The men do things occasionally when they feel like it
rather than when it has to be done. Basically the men
in the house are just lazy whereas the women are pre
pared to do things. It matters a lot really. But at the
same tim e i f no one else w ill do things I w ill. I’ll
clean up myself rather than be in a mess.’
‘Yes there are differences because some work and some
don’t. The bathroom is normally done by girls in flats
I’ve been in. Digging the garden and rubbish by the
men. I ’m prepared to do my share but I ’m not likely to
clean the to ile t until someone yells at me to do it, if i t ’s
always clean.’
On the surface it would seem there’s an equal share
but after a while it goes back to the conventional role
thing. I can t see that we should have different roles.’
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‘Overall I ’m happy. I prefer a more rigid schedule myself.
I feel more secure knowing when i t ’s my turn and doing
it. A t every informal meeting we have I push that line
but I’m prepared to accept compromise. All things con
sidered - the number o f guests we have and our situation
in the city and the large area o f land - I think it runs well
compared to other houses I ’ve been in - mostly because
o f the women being in charge.’

Women complain at the poor quality of the
care they get from the medical profession.
ANDREE LEVESQUE has been delving into
old New Zealand Medical Journals and
writes about the precursors of our present
sexist generation.

flaying God

w ith a S teth oscop e

I had said I would write an historical article on
abortion for Broadsheet but I have to apologise
for not being able to have it ready on time. One
reason why it is taking me so long is that I got
side-tracked in my research. Having looked at
some daily newspapers for abortion trials since
the 1890’s, I have now turned to the New
Zealand Medical Journal for more evidence.
The Journal is not indexed, so I have to go

through each issue starting in 1887. I am now
up to 1922. In the process I couldn’t help but
read all the articles relating to women, especially
their reproductive organs.
Let me first state that this is not an in-depth
study of how the medical profession treated
women for a period of some thirty years, nor is
it. a quantitative study of women’s illnesses;
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in fact, it is just the opposite of a quantitative
study, it is about women as seen by the N.Z.
Medical Journal. The journal being concerned
with pathological cases, or such things as
“ An Interesting Gynaecological Case” , it should
not apply for the whole of New Zealand women
at the time.
On the other hand, the journal doesn’t present just
another isolated point o f view. Medical doctors were
an elite in society, they enjoyed much prestige, o f
which they were quite conscious, and were consulted
on all sorts o f subjects more or less related to medicine.
Also we can presume that a very large number o f
women consulted a doctor at some point in their life.
The overwhelming m ajority had children, and although
most confinements were at home, the doctor was called
in cases o f complication. Finally, women “ by their
nature” , that is because o f the nature o f their reprod
uctive apparatus, were prone to a variety o f complaints
and diseases all attributed to their peculiar organs.
New Zealand gynaecologists o f the period would have
agreed with the American doctor who said: “ It seems
as if the Alm ighty, in creating the female sex, had
taken the uterus and b u ilt a woman around it.”
From what I could gather from the Journal, it seems
that women’s uteri are fair go fo r any experimentation
with new operational techniques. There was always
someone, somewhere, who could devise a better way o f
“ replacing” a displaced uterus so that NZ doctors
would then try that new operation and report their
success to the rest o f the profession. Displacement or

malplacement, o f the uterus was o f great concern then,
since they believed so many complaints originated
there. Genuine menstrual cramps, chronic backaches,
pain in the abdomen were traced to a retroverted
uterus. Pessaries were commonly used to correct the
organ’s position. Those were sometimes crude wooden
things that, if the patient did not return to her doctor,
could stay there fo r years. There is the case o f the
elderly woman who wore one fo r six years. “ Flow she
lived with the ever-present smell I have never been able
to understand” , writes Dr Hope Lewis from Auckland
Hospital in 1901. Maybe she was scared and who
would blame her. Pessaries could also be o f soft
rubber and we are told that these “ always produce an
offensive discharge in the vagina” (Cleghorn, Wanganui
1901). Finally, the popular Hodge’s pessaries almost
always caused erosion o f the cervix. The rate o f
success was not very high with pessaries as the uterus
kept reverting to its original, albeit irregular, position.
In 1914, this is what Dr D. Hardie had to say at the
Medical Australasian Congress in Auckland: “ Twenty
years ago, and less, pessaries were as numerous and
varied as shells on the seashore, and their application
in these cases (retro-displacement o f the uterus)
universal. Today they are conspicuous by their rarity.
Tom orrow we shall th ink that they have their use
in certain cases” . Despite the purple prose, not much
consolation to the women o f twenty years previously.
Where pessaries failed, the deft hand o f the surgeon
could have a try. The uterus could be raised by
having its surrounding ligaments shortened. One Dr

Alexander in Liverpool perfected this feat in 1881,
and thereafter a number o f gynaecologists followed
suit. Here is a brief description by Dr. C.N. Corbett
o f New Zealand: “ This operation consists in
exposing the round ligaments o f the uterus at their exit
through the external abdomenal ring, withdrawing
them to.an extent necessary to rectify certain mal
positions o f the womb and ovaries, and fixing the
proximate ends to both pillars o f the ring, and take o ff
a few inches o f ligament to tighten them” . (1889).
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Experimentation with this new method was not w ithout
difficulties and even casualties. The doctor, especially
a novice, often had trouble locating the ligaments;
these sometimes snapped after the operation; patients
complained o f pain after the operation and some
developed a tendency to hernia. By 1894, Dr
Batchelor o f Dunedin had already performed fo rty
“ Alexander’s Operations” . And yet, thirteen years
later he admitted that this operation might have been
overused in the past.
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Maybe one needs to be reminded that operating
theatres were not what they are today. In the nineteenth
century people were still sometimes operated on in their
homes. Ether was used as anaesthetic; some surgeons
complain that they themselves became affected by this
gas while operating. Cases o f sepsis, or post-operative
infections, were fairly common. But, maybe because
o f the ready availability o f subjects and the ample
opportunities to practice, “ The history o f gynaecology
is one that cannot be surpassed in brilliancy by any
other branch o f surgery” . (Sir David Hardie, Auckland,
1914).
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even threatening his life. We also hear about women who,
being deprived o f their ovaries and hence o f their re
productive power abuse their doctor - not violently,
being well socialised in their fem ininity - but verbally
because their husbands stopped looking at them ......
(G. Macdonald, 1920).

A t the turn o f the century, the curette became the
fashionable instrument. Women had their womb
“ scraped” fo r a variety o f reasons, always trusting that
their doctor knew what was best fo r them. It was so
much abused that in 1907, Dr Batchelor saw the need
for an article on “ The Use and Abuse o f the Curette” . In
1920, Dr Hugh Douglas wrote: “ When I arrived in
Auckland twenty-three years ago .... half the women o f
Auckland seemed to be having their womb ‘curetted’ ....'
it must have been a very common treatment.

Women’s reproductive function was o f the utmost
importance and medical doctors became obsessed with
the falling birth-rate. This was not peculiar to N&w Zea
land and, in fact, New Zealand was not doing badly in
terms o f reproduction. In i 878, one married woman o f
child-bearing age in three gave birth; in 1911 this was
down to one In five that year, much to the sorrow o f
the medical profession. The birth-rate in 1913 was
relatively high at 26 per thousand, but this was quite a
drop from 35.4 per thousand in the 1 880’s. Before the
Great War, fear o f the “ Coloured-Peril” was on manv
doctors’ minds. As Dr H. Barraclough, o f Auckland,
noted: “ It is only savages, uncorrupted by civilisation,
who increase w ithout stin t” . But doctors were just as
concerned that women were not performing their
“ natural function” and were acting counter to their
“ maternal instinct” , “ probably the noblest o f all
instincts, (which) governs the life o f the normal woman
from the cradle to the grave” .

More drastic was the removal o f ovaries, also very popu
lar because fairly easy for the doctor, that is. Again
years later members o f the medical profession could
admit that it had often been unnecessary: “ The great
ease and safety o f ovariotomy led, as we know, to the
sacrifice o f thousands o f ovaries, and many women were
ruined by surgeons before it was diagnosed how necess
ary it is to be conservative o f ovarian tissue” . (Douglas,
1920). Less we think that the dispensability o f ovaries is
a thing o f the distant past, only a few years ago at a
medical convention in San Francisco, a male doctor
proclaimed that “ no testicle is too bad to be removed
and no ovary is too good to be kept” .
Medical men were ever-conscious o f the accusation o f
malpractice and in “ Hidden Dangers o f Medical Practice’
we learn that a surgeon has reasons to fear retaliation
from patients after operating on their sex organs. He
cites cases o f men, who, when realising their loss of
“ sexual power” turned violently against their doctor.

With the First World War, obsession about the birth-rate
turned into hysteria about “ race suicide” . France was
blamed fo r being invaded because, her citizens having
practised birth-control, “ she allowed her coffins to out
number her cradles” . The editorial of the Journal warns
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that “ France has been a great sinner in lim iting the birth
rate, but even our own little country has transgressed in
a less degree” . Caught in the frenzy o f war, the editorial
ist would like to have had more young men so that they
could be sent to the fron t: “ We are not able to send as
many recruits as we ought to have been able to be” , he
complained. Women now have to produce cannonfodder. He adds, although we suspect it is reluctantly,
that: “ It is more honourable fo r a woman to bear child
ren than fo r a man to bear arms” .

The accusation o f selfishness is mainly hurled at the
middle-class woman since “ the lim itation o f families
among the poor has something to commend i t ” and
looking back we can see that middle-class women had
quite good reasons to lim it their families. In days when
all families except the “ poor” had some sort o f domestic
help in Britain, the shortage o f domestics was a serious
nroblem in the Colony and always remained so. Women
also realised that childbearing was a risky business when
infant m ortality was not only considerably higher than
today but higher than Britain at the same time, and was
even rising in 1920. We are aware o f the ravages caused
by tuberculosis but, in 1916 “ puerperal sepsis is respons
ible for more deaths per annum than even the dreaded
tuberculosis” . Doctors insisted on scrubbing their hands
but i t ’s only in 1914 that one comes across a doctor
recommending the use o f rubber gloves ! As women
became more educated it was only natural they took
means to lim it the size o f their family. Any woman
whose sense o f public responsibility extended beyond
her narrow fam ily circle - a suffragist or an active memb
er o f the National Council o f Women fo r instance - had
to restrict her fam ily to engage in outside activities. It is
a fact that many o f those women were, if not childless,
the mother o f only a few children. Many o f the 90s
generation did not marry (for example, Learmonth
Dalrymple, Harriet Morison, Jessie Mackay, Emily
Siedeberg married at 55) and that in a country where
men outnumbered women. (40,000 more males than
females at the Census o f 1896).

The great losses suffered by New Zealand during the
War, not to mention losses o f women and children during
the great influenza epidemic o f 1918, did nothing to help
the medical profession change its stand against birthcontrol. In 1922, the editorialist hadn’t lost any o f his
populationist fervour: “ That this artificial check to
population should receive the sanction o f any section o f
the medical profession seems almost incredible. When
many o f the best and bravest o f our young men have
perished in the Great War and when the urgent need o f
this country and the Empire is population, it is not only
surprising that Malthusianism should be advocated by
medical men or even by laymen, but it is monstrous.”
Whether in 1905 or in 1922, these artificial practices are
always imputable to the selfishness o f women, some o f
whom don’t even want more than two or three children.
(Editorial, 1915). Although some women no doubt used
contraceptives such as the sponge (soaked in oil, or in
vinegar), the most usual means was probably coitus in
te rru p ts fo r which the co-operation o f the male partner
was essential, but we are never told o f his part in fam ily
panning. There are indications that the abortion rate
v- ' '°-y high and the rate o f infanticide much higher
than today and these were also used as drastic birth
control methods.

Another problem brought to the fore by the First World
War was that o f venereal diseases. The prevalence o f
gonorrhoea and syphillis in New Zealand was not new
already in 1869 Parliament had passed the Contagious
Diseases Act by which any woman deemed to be a
prostitute had to be periodically examined fo r venereal
diseases and, if found contaminated, had to be detained
and treated in a reformatory (a gaol) fo r three to six
months. While Britain repealed her Contagious Diseases
Acts in 1884, New Zealand, despite an active campaign
from numerous women’s organisations, kept the A ct
until 1910. The medical profession generally supports
the myth that women become infected spontaneously,
or maybe by the operation o f the Holy Ghost, and then
proceed, out o f spite, to infect the male flowers o f the
nation. Women who objected to the provisions o f the
Act were pictured more or less as religious nuts. In 1892
the Canterbury Branch o f the British Medical Association
“ believes that objections come chiefly from a section o f
the community who knew nothing about the venereal
subject, but viewing it from the religious standpoint,
objected to imm orality being as it is legalised or made
safe and easy.” Very severe cases were admitted at some
public hospitals but prostitutes, in Wellington Public
Hospital, were put in a locked ward. The double standard
which allows, or makes it necessary, for men to sow
their wild oats, while women either jealously keep their
virginity or else go through repeated pregnancies, is
never questioned.

Police Raid on a Brothel
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When you look exclusively at one publication you are
always in danger o f generalising from what are isolated
circumstances. Still, I would like to know more about
the woman found floating in the Avon, weeks after her

disappearance, with menstrual diaper in situ, because a
cursory reading o f nineteenth century newspapers gives
the impression that suicide, often by drowning, was
more common than today.
One would also like to know how common was the
condition known as “ Housemaid’s Knee” . A fter years o f
kneeling to scrub floors servants, and one assumes house
wives too, developed large swelling o f the knee sometim
es as big as a large grapefruit. An illustration, in the
1895 issue, shows the deformed knee o f “ a hard-working
woman, 54 years o f age, (who) had a great deal o f rough
kneeling in her occupation.”
It is when the doctors stray from their strictly medical
concerns into the field o f morality that the reading o f
the Journal becomes most instructive. Doctors were
recruited from a narrow section o f the community, while
they claimed to be in touch with the common folks
through their patients, years o f confining themselves to
one kind o f study and o f socialising with each other
must have blinded them to the daily realities o f life.
Their strong conservatism comes through in the
Journal’s editorials, in the correspondence column, and
the news about their Friendly Societies, branch meetings,
discussion o f Medical Bills, and in highfalutin articles
like this one on “ Human Instincts” by Herbert
Barraclough, Auckland, in 1905. The eminent doctor
informs the reader that there are four instincts: preserva
tion, maternal, sexual, and religious ! He is at his most
lyrical discussing the maternal instinct, but he holds the
“ new woman” responsible fo r instilling “ in the mind o f
many o f our younger women a hatred o f dom esticity” .
He considers it a “ national crime” that “ married women,
who, fo r society reasons, or to shirk domestic cares
which the birth o f children would bring upon them,
deliberately use means to prevent conception” . To be
fair, I should add that Dr. Barraclough is in favour o f
marriages fo r love instead o f convenience but in his
discussion o f the sexual instinct, the details o f which I
w ill spare you, love becomes a unique attribute o f the
Aryan race:: “ Rising further in the scale (from the
anthropoid apes) we have to deal withi*the lowest
savages, in whom the sexual instinct, in the males at any
rate, means little more than the gratification o f sexual
desire; but even here we meet with some fa int glimmer
ing o f that quality which rules the world, and which in
the higher races becomes more and more refined and
purified, purged to a great extent from the animal, until
in our great Aryan race we find the sexual instinct
coarse and brutal in its inception, blossoming forth into
that perfect love which is one o f the eternal verities.”
Medical training and experience with the scalpel seems to
qualify some men to pass oracles and judgments on
such social topics as “ The Emancipation o f Woman” .
This editorial, published in October 1919, can be repro
duced in toto to get its fu ll flavour:
New Zealand Medical Journal. Wellington, October, 1919.

We propose with some temerity to write on this subject,
but almost entirely from the medical point o f view.
Intellectually, woman is the equal o f man. What her
mind lacks in logical power is counter-balanced by
intuition. A man relies upon his reasoning faculties as he

The illustrations used in this article are reprinted from
"Complaints and Disorders; the sexual politics of sickness" by
Barbara Ehrenreich and Deidre English, Glass Mountain Pamphlet
No. 2/The Feminist Press, 1973.

does upon his watch, and is often misled; a woman is
apt to be deceived by appearances when governed too
much by sentiment, and by prejudice which emanates in
a man’s mind but in a woman’s heart, and in the latter
case is often insurmountable. Morally, woman is man’s
superior. There is one moral standard fo r the man, and
another for the woman, which operates wholly to her
disadvantage. Theoretically, there should be only one
standard, but physiologically it is almost impossible.
Physically and mentally, women have been emancipated
in Christian and civilised countries. Women o f the middle
class have profited most in this way, and a liberal educa
tion and physical exercise fo r women are wholly
commendable, provided that the first does not result in
mental indigestion, and the latter in an attempt to incur
physical strains, which the man’s nervous fibre is better
fitted to withstand. The future o f the race belongs largely
to women. Their influence over men is enormous, they
have the bringing forth and the training o f children.
Many o f them, however, aver that this is not their special
function, and that woman attains her greatest freedom
when she is free from fam ily ties and self-supporting,
and claiming equal remuneration with her competitor,
man. This is independence, forsooth, until middle age
brings nervous exhaustion and loneliness and the other
evils attendant upon the aging spinster, or bachelor-girl
as she still might fain be called. Than this, there is no
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FEM INISM /SOCIALISM
— a summary of the feminist vision written by Fern Mercier
with the theory group of the Dunedin Collective for Woman.

I

Feminists see women in New Zealand today as
powerless and oppressed in a male-dominated
society. Radical feminists believe that only with
the feminist revolution, which will bring about
a radical and total restructuring of society, will
our feminist vision be realised.
The Redstockings Manifesto states, “ Male
supremacy is the oldest, most basic form of
domination. All other forms of exploitation
and oppression (racism, capitalism, imperialism,
etc.) are extensions of male supremacy; men
dominate women, a few men dominate the
rest. All power structures throughout history
have been male dominated and male orientated.
Men have controlled all political, economic and
cultural institutions and backed up this control
with physical force. They have used their
power to keep women in an inferior position.
ALL men receive economic, sexual and
psychological benefits from male supremacy.
ALL men have oppressed women.” !
We believe that male supremacy is our prime enemy,
but that the ways in which it operates in our society
must be analysed and understood. We have been
oppressed for thousands o f years, but it is through
capitalism and through the authority o f the state, that
we are oppressed today.
We identify three main forms o f power that are
operating in New Zealand today;
Economic power, which stems from our capitalistic
economy
Political power, the authority o f the state
Male power, which is inextricably linked with the
first two, but the one most intim ately experienced
by us.
Because in most feminist discussion, male power is the
most frequently identified, rooted as it is in our
personal lives, we w on’t isolate this type o f power here.
But we want to show how our experience o f male
supremacy is related to other forms o f power in
New Zealand, how it is closely tied up w ith the
functioning o f capitalism and with the hierarchical
authoritarianism o f Stale authority. We believe that
feminism must be fighting for a total restructuring o f
our economic, political and personal lives, if we are to
live as uncxploited, free and autonomous human beings.
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Economic power
The first kind o f power we w ill discuss is capitalism.
Capitalism can be defined as: a system under which
the means o f production, distribution and exchange
are in a large measure privately owned and directed;
the concentration o f capital in the hands o f a few, or
the resulting power and influence; a system favouring
such concentration o f wealth. In New Zealand the pre
vailing ideology defines it as the freedom to own and
accumulate private property.
This ‘freedom’ has led to the western w orld’s responsi
b ility for:
(a) Imperialistic exploitation o f underdeveloped
countries, because o f capitalism’s need to main
tain high profits and high outputs.
(b) Inability to control pollution and environmental
destruction and resource depletion.
(c) Degrading commercialism and social alienation.
(d) Oppression against women and minorities,
oppression being defined as controlling others’
lives and insisting on keeping that power,
exploiting others to serve oneself and one’s class,
keeping others helpless and dependent.
These last two affect New Zealand women the most
vitally, and in discussing them we w ill borrow Juliet
M itchell’s division o f our lives into areas where
capitalism enters and dominates. The oppression o f
Women under Capitalism.

Reproduction
Motherhood is regarded as a woman’s primary function
in life, despite the fact that the average N.Z. woman
has her last child at the age o f 28, and can expect to
live to 75, leaving a ‘working’ life o f 30 years,
assuming the ‘working’ life starts when the last child
is 7. In our present economic system the great social
pressure for women to have babies is very necessary,
for the exponential rate o f population growth which
results from universal reproduction helps to make for
the spiralling demands necessary to the expanding
profits o f capitalism. Our normal mode o f reproduction,
the nuclear fam ily, is the smallest and therefore the
most numerous unit o f home consumption which at
the same time, produces, cares for and socialises an
ever-expanding work force.
The sexual division o f labour with the male
domination in the public sphere and the female
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relegated to the private sphere o f the fam ily, and the
accompanying fam iliar division o f sex roles, is quite
apparently fo r the benefit o f capitalism. “ Making
their way” in the public world, is a stereotyped male
role wherein those with a success mentality devote
their creativity to building the political institutions,
economic empires and power structures which define
capitalism in New Zealand. Home is the safety valve
in which the ‘ manly’ qualities o f aggression, toughness
etc., may be dropped for relaxation, or may be acted
out, to take out frustrations on those who don’t fight
back. The ‘ possession’ o f a home and fam ily makes
up for the lack o f job satisfaction many experience.
For women it makes up fo r or takes the place o f a
lack o f other opportunities in life.
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capital in the next generation. The majority o f people
are in the position o f selling their labour to an
employer because they have no capital. They are
forced into selling it at a rate less than what it is
really worth, or else they have so little power and
worth that they are in the position o f serf and give
their labour fo r nothing save ‘love’ (housewife). A
woman’s labour in a factory produces, say $10 worth
o f goods, but her employer pays her $4 fo r her time.
The excess goes towards his profits, his accumulation
o f capital. Part o f the reason why there is not more
resentment at this state o f affairs, is because
capitalism invokes the ideology o f equal opportunity
which says that everyone has the opportunity in N.Z.
to become an employer, professional etc., provided
they work hard. This works since everyone in N.Z.
believes it. Thus you get the worker identifying
partially with her boss and sympathising that he too
should get his share o f the wealth.

Women’s work in the private sphere has no cash value
placed on it, fo r it is not considered ‘real’ work, but
a labour o f love. Employers are exploiting women by
paying their male workers a wage which must provide
for two or more. The value o f household labour is
basic to the G.N.P. but is not admitted to be so and
women are expected to serve their children and
husbands, not to live for themselves.
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Socialisation
Women are a major force in socialisation, both in the
way they are used in the media, and in their role in
the fam ily. We are taught to maintain a relatively stable
family unit which also happens to be an economic unit, j
The nuclear fam ily as it is in N.Z. w ith its emphasis on
owning one’s own house, car, washing machine, electric
toothbrush, etc., is a unit o f consumption. With the
ideology o f ‘a woman’s place is in the home’, many

Production
Women in New Zealand are employed in two main
groups; community, social and personal services and in
wholesale, retail and catering. Both categories are an
extension o f what society considers to be ‘women’s
w ork’. 38% o f the work force is female and 31% o f
this number are in the Public S ervice. 2 N.Z. women
are not employed in the main in production. Their
representation in the high-income and status jobs is
very low. The economics o f this are apparant. Giving
women lower wages means less competition for men
and helps keep wages low and profits high.

P h o to : A ngela M id d le to n

Women are the reserve labour force, hired when there
is under-employment, fired first when there is un
employment. Because o f the sexual division o f labour,
‘women’s place is in the home, the man is the bread
winner’, women are considered not to have a ‘right to
w ork’. There is no obligation on the state to provide
unemployment benefits for married women. It is less
o f an economic burden to employers to lay o ff women
Because the ideology o f the non-working mother is so
prevalent, and many women believe they don’t have
the right to work, a large number o f women are
engaged in part-time work. This is good capitalist
economics for part-timers work better and aren’t
activists. Part-timers only want employment to earn
‘ pin’ money, so there’s no need to give them equal
pay. They don’t mind doing the jobs no-one else will
do and they aren’t eligible fo r fringe benefits. They
provide the state and employers with no responsibility
for child-care and they offer a buffer against the
fluctuations in the economy.
It is in the work place that the mechanism o f
capitalism is clearly seen as an exploiting force in
women’s lives. The freedom o f the individual our
ideology talks o f is illusory. To say that each
individual has the choice o f pursuing independently
the goals o f owning and accumulating capital depends
so much on that individual’s social context. Equality
of opportunity does not exist. Those who accumulated
capital last generation, have also accumulated power,
which enables them to accumulate more power and
3«
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women stay for a long time in the home or at least
think a lot about its management. Much o f the
meaning in their lives is tied up with how the home
appears, buying a new item o f furniture, etc.

when our abilities as housewife, mother, or sex object
are threatened. Capitalism o f course is wedded to
growth o f the economy at any cost, and here the
cost cannot be measured in the terms o f degradation,
pollution and waste.

Sexuality
Our sexuality is denied and repressed. The capitalist
economy, through the media, replaces women’s real
sexuality with a plastic and glossy sex. It’s big
business, “ Miss New Zealand” , fashion, cosmetics, etc.
We are transformed into plastic sex objects and in
return are manipulated into buying frivolous and
superfluous products, like cosmetics, household clean
ers, non-nutritious foods, etc. An example o f such
exploitation and manipulation is the creation o f a
to ta lly unnecessary demand for vaginal deodorants,
they play on our fears o f not being feminine and
im p licitly affirm the undesirability o f real female
sexuality.
Women reduced to the status o f sexual objects can be
treated as commodities. Juliet Mitchell:
“ . . . .Having been offered all possibilities fo r selfglorification, having produced the sexually radiant you,
the commercial dimension o f capitalism can re-use
you:this time you yourself will do to sell the drabber
products, — cars, washing machines, life insurance” .3
Our sexuality is turned into a product which is then
confiscated fo r use in our consumer society.
Women’s sexuality must be repressed in order to
preserve monogamy and a stable fam ily unit. The main
form this repression takes is regarding women as
objects or possessions. Marx said, “ marriage is
incontestably a form o f exclusive private property.”
Marriage is a big business and it also protects and
retains private property w ith patrilinear inheritance.
Marriage protects and bolsters up the ruling class of
men, helping keep women in the private sphere,
submissive and supportive, and men in the public
sector, aggressive and dominating.

So we have the position o f women encouraging their
men to work so they can buy expensive equipment for
their home. Women make 75% o f the consumer
decisions and the majority o f these are for the house.
When women work outside the home, often we have
the ludicrous situation o f a woman making products
(quite often superfluous) for the home that she’s left
in order to make enough money to buy those very '
same products. Women are thus goo^ consumers,
perpetuating the myth that bigger and most is best,
that materialism brings happiness, because they are
forced into believing this themselves for their life
choices are so strictly limited.

We think this analysis indicates that capitalism and
the continued functioning o f male supremacy are
inextricably interwoven. To abolish male power, we
have to totally change our capitalist economy, for it
is built on the degradation, objectification and
oppression o f women.
References:
1. Redstockings Manifesto, The New York Radical Feminists
December 1969.
2. The Role of Women in New Zealand Society, Report of
the Select Committee on Women's Rights, June 1975
3. Juliet Mitchell, 'Woman's Estate', 1971.

Mothers rear their children to perform the same tasks:
father earning, mother spending. Girls are educated for
the private world, — home economics, sewing — or
for their service role, — typing, commercial etc. The
continuation o f this division o f lives is crucial to
capitalism, as it. is to men’s power over women.
I he media are a powerful means o f keeping women ‘in
their place’, and o f preserving the status quo. Women
are stereotyped into the traditional roles, in fact parts
o f the media are reserved especially for women in this
role, — ‘women’s pages’, ‘women’s magazines’, etc.
Advertising exploits women by urging them to consume
in order to attain the model o f a ‘true’ woman. It
cteates a need for products which are unnecessary and
wasteful, always assuming that we will consume more

This article will be continued
in the September issue
of Broadsheet
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Continued from p 2 9
sadder sight. The influence o f the Great War on women
at the present time is generally bad. They tend to fo r
sake the lesser ills fo r what can properly be called the
larger woes. Too many dislike home life, and office work
is their summon bonum. It is here that the warning voice
o f the medical profession should be heard. We admit
that there must be an increasing number o f female clerks
and typistes and so on, but we ought to say that their
lives are not so healthy as those o f home-staying women.
Indeed, it is only a question o f time until the nerves o f
the typiste become shattered. While it is true that to
know the average woman is a liberal education, it is yet
sad but true that apparently an increasing number are
unwilling to undertake the pains and cares o f child
bearing, and women are more to blame than men fo r the
deplorably decreasing birthrate, and educated women
more culpable than their working-class sisters. The evil
resulting is both quantitative and qualitative. A much
healthier public opinion needs to be formed by the
influence largely o f thoughtful and patriotic women
themselves, but doctors who have access to the homes
o f the people can do much missionary work as occasions
offer in this great cause. We believe evil effects in many
ways, excitement and restlessness, have followed
immediately on all great wars, and the adorable sex
probably is passing through this phase at the present
time, but we trust that soon to most women a home wil
become more attractive than an office or a shop, and a
baby the most desirable possession on earth. As women
out-number men, a proportion o f women must remain
unmarried, and there are other good and sufficient
reasons why many women should remain single, but both
to their own and the state’s disadvantage. All this cannot
be prevented, but married life should be exalted as a
benefit to the state and to the individual, and fo r the
physical well-being o f women, and the status o f domestic
helpers should also be raised so that the woman who is a
wife and a mother should not be left unassisted in the
cares o f housekeeping and home-making. Napoleon said
that the future o f France lay with the mothers: so does
the future o f our great empire.
If medical doctors confined themselves to their areas o f
expertise, their conservatism, imperialism, and racism
might be almost inconsequential but their opinion was
often valued and one cannot deny that they exerted a
certain influence if only by attempting to put wrenches
in the wheels o f social change. Dr Ferdinand Campion
Batchelor, an authority on gynaecology and obs
tetrics, who lectured on these subjects for nearly th irty years
at the Medical School at Otago, has a women's ward at
Dunedin Public Hospital named after him, and apparently
“ In Dunedin no citizen was more highly respected”
(N.Z. Encyclopedia). The same doctor Batchelor oppos
ed higher education for women, firm ly believed that it
might impair their reproductive functions - (what else
were women for?) — and Emily Siedeberg, a living
example o f what women could achieve in the medical
profession, went to great length to refute his arguments
presented at the annual meeting o f the Society for the
Protection o f Women and Children in 1909.And he was
not alone in using his professional prestige to oppress
women and prevent them from breaking through the
shackles o f the domestic scene.
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Women’s Liberation T-shirts, screen
printed with the feminist sym bol and
the words “ Women’ s Liberation” . In
yellow or orange. Send $5 plus 50c
for postage, stating which colour
y ou ’ d like (they are all size 36) to
T-shirts, P.O. Box 47-261, Auckland.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Coping; a survival manual for
women alone
Martha Yates/
Prentice-Hall 1976.
The prologue to Martha Yates' book
asks
"W hy this book?" and then
answers "Because I found nothing like
it when I desperately needed it after
my husband died. Because I knew
little or nothing about raising my
family, about working, about handl
ing money, or about facing the world
- all alone. In short, I knew nothing
about coping and could find no pract
ical advice to help me".
A fter her husband's death Ms. Yates
found that the problems she faced
varied only in degree from those con
fronting
any other woman alone,
whether she was unmarried or had
lost her husband by death or divorce.
So the book was w ritten fo r all wo
men
who are single for whatever
reason. However, many chapters could
be profitably read by any woman
learning to be independent, whatever
her marital status.
Although w ritten by an American for
American conditions, this does not
preclude the basic material from being
useful elsewhere. The early chapters
deal w ith the immediate aftermath of
the end of the relationship; the grief
of widows and the guilt and feelings
of failure of divorcees. The author's
advice
is always sympathetic and
practical. She moves on to coping with
money, budgeting, insurance, selling
and buying property etc. There is a
section on rape, including information
on resisting rapists and avoiding 'highrisk' situations. Chapters on coping
with children, returning to the work
force, dealing with credit, travel, re
pairs and maintenance, health and
sexual relationships
complete the
book.
In one section Martha Yates writes of
Women's Liberation in a paragraph
which should be required reading for
all women
who succeed in male-

dominated fields while disclaiming any
support for feminism. I quote. "When
you apply for credit based on your
own income and receive it; when you
apply for a job form erly restricted to
men and are hired because you are
qualified; when you find job opport
unities never before open to women;
when you can go to any form erly all
male stronghold; when you see the
awakened demand for women's rights
for equality under the law; when you
see the efforts being made to protect
us from discrimination in housing, in
the courts, in every area of our lives,
you can be grateful to the concerned
women who have fought your battles
for you. And you can be absolutely
positive that you still w ouldn't have
those rights if they had not fought
vigorously against discrimination, in
spite of the most strenuous oppos
itio n ". There is much more in the
same vein.
Statistically a great number of today's
women w ill end up as women alone.
Although one may not agree with all
o f Martha
Yates' conclusions, her
book, w ritten positively throughout,
gives a thoughtful introduction to the
situation, and anyone who has read
it w ill be better prepared to cope.
Margo Knightbridge

The Red Overalls,
Jane Buxton,
Illustrations Kath Algie,
Kidsarus Collective, 1976.
$1.50 approx.
This, the first book published by
Kidsarus, is the story of a pair of red
overalls, and the little girl (Josie) who
wears them.
The overalls are super because Josie
can wear them fo r any sort of activity
and they never become worn or get
ripped. A bit of conservation here too,
because the overalls are purchased at
a second-hand store!
*

It is really good that this book has
been published, and I hope the same
team continues to write and illustrate

more children's books.
I had reservations about the book. To
me it was not exactly scintillating, and
in fact m ildly boring. But then, it is a
book for children, and like many
parents, I've found that what I con
sider an exciting book is of limited
interest for the child I've bought it
for, and vice versa. I guess twentyseven is too old to judge ! Or rather,
Jane Buxton
and Kath Algie are
better at ascertaining a child's enjoy
ment potential than me, because every
child I know who has read this book
has loved it.
The part o f the story that really grabs
their attention
is the suspenseful
middle section where the overalls fly
o ff the clothes-line while Josie is
pictured sound asleep in bed. We
discover where the overalls have land
ed, but Josie is unhappy because she
does not know that she w ill ever get
them back again.
In the first two pages the w riter seems
to be trying to be bringing in too
many 'non-sexist' themes at once. On
the first page it is Josie's father who
purchased her clothes, it is her father
who takes the hem up because the
trouser legs are too long. Turn over to
page two and Josie is playing football
and messy fun games. Incidentally I
d id n't like the use of " fo o ty " instead
of football. Pedantic I know, but
when I read it aloud I substituted
"fo o tb a ll".
I liked the graphics and layout. It is
easy for children old enough to read,
with simple type, and the story held
enough fascination to keep a very
intelligent ten-year-old reading to the
end. For children not old enough to
read, the illustrations make it a pleas
ant task for them to fo llo w the story
while it is being read to them, and
they can also look through the book
on their own and fo llo w the story
with enjoyment.
I showed the book to a wide range of
children, of both sexes, aged from
five to ten, and I was pleased and
surprised that they enjoyed it. Surpris-

ed, because as I have stated, I d id n't
find the theme particularly attention
grabbing.

The Red Overalls
from Kidsarus
their first kids’ book

The only adult figure of any con
sequence is the father; mother is not
mentioned. Perhaps mum is at an
Abortion Rally or away at a confer
ence. I d on 't like the total absence of
mum. And a friend of mine comment
ed
that "Families Need Fathers"
would love it. As that organization is
to ta lly
anti-woman that comment
gave me a rather sinking feeling.

“ The Red Overalls” is 32 pages
long, in tw o colours, on quality paper.

T o:

No child noticed the absence of mum,
or found it unusual that dad was the
central adult figure who sewed the
overalls and washed them and hung
them on the line. I thought that my
son might have been amazed that
parents actually sewed clothes !

KIDSARUS,
Box 3871,
WELLINGTON.

Please send m e ..................... copies o f
The Red Overalls at $1.50 per copy. I
enclose a cheque/m oney order for
$..................-.....
NAME : ................................................ .
ADDRESS : .............................................

I was expecting the children to notice
these things immediately. Instead my
five-year-old son was captivated by
the treehouse. Rebekah, aged six, lov
ed everything Josie had in her pocket,
(a pocket knife, pencil, hankie, some
stones, and shells from the beach,
some nails, a tw o cent piece, an old
dead bunch o f buttercups,
and a
matchbox w ith a snail in it); the only
thing Rebekah would have changed
was the snail - she would have pre
ferred a caterpillar.
Perhaps children of this age only pick
o ut what they want to see in a story
and d on 't notice the rest. But as the
propoganda o f the very sexist school
readers reach them, the propoganda of
a non-sexist book should affect them
as well. Not one of the children
noticed anything unusual in the sex
roles, yet they all followed the story
avidly !
I also took the book to a meeting
where seven feminists were gathered
together.
Several women strongly
identified w ith Josie, and wished they
could have read the book when they
were young;
those w ith daughters
especially fe lt that this book would
be good for their children to read.
Anti-fem inism
is apparently rather
strong among other little girls whose

RECEIPT: required................. (please
not required.......... tick)

Josie gets her red overalls back
after their exciting journey over
the roof-tops.

mothers and fathers have decided that
daughters of feminists who are allow
ed to play rough games and climb
trees are not the ideal playmates for
their darling daughters.
I don't know how the Education
Department
evaluates
books for
schools. (Indeed on reading them - are
they ever evaluated?) but I feel "The
Red Overalls" would make an ideal
school reading book.
Whatever. I'll leave it up to you to
decide. I hope everyone gets behind
Kidsarus and supports them in this,
their first book. I intend taking copies
to my son's school, and I am going to
ask friends to do the same.

The Old Book Shop

467 Lake Road * Takapuna
Telephone

498-193 (bus) 481-578 (pvt)

We buy and sell

Old and rare books
Childrens’ books
New Zealand books
Out of print books

fBroadSheeton the(SfirtSi
Robyn G riffith.
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taken in the first half o f the cycle,
then some combination pills, contain
ing both oestrogen and progestogen, to
be taken next follow ed by some
dummy pills. This type o f Pill is good
for women who experience side-effects
from progestogen.

Healthy W om en

The P ill

3. Continuous Pill.

Thousands of New Zealand women take the Pill but
many are sadly lacking in information about how it
works. This is the first of three articles by SAR AH
CA LV E R T on the subject.

This contains only progestogen ana
is not held to be as effective as the
other types. It must be considered as
experimental at the moment.
4. Tailor-made Pi l l s :
Designed especially for the individ
ual woman by your doctor. Not
generally used in NZ.

How it works:
Perhaps only penicillin as a drug has
had such a profound effect on our
world as the Pill (Birth Control Pill,
Contraceptive Pill, Oral Contraceptive
technique, hereafter referred to as
‘ the Pill’ or BCP). Most women, des
pite the wide use and availability o f
other contraceptive techniques, still
feel that it is the Pill which has given
them psychological as well as physical
protection and given them a chance to
experience their own sexual being
free from the fear o f conception.
But the Pill has not proved to be
quite the miracle it was claimed to be:
thousands o f women cannot use it at
all, many others, while still using it,
experience side-effects which range
from severe to acceptable, and some
die from it. More importantly, most
women while using it, remain totally
unaware o f the workings o f the Pill,
its proper use and the symptoms o f
side-effects. As women are denied in
formation they are unable to make a
reasoned decision about using these
biological time bombs.
The following articles are an attempt
to provide some o f the available
information on side-effects, proper use
o f the Pill and the special case o f the
morning-after-pill (MAP). I have also
tried to show how women are manipu
lated by the drug companies, big
business and the government, as well
as by the inadequacy o f doctors and
health systems. The lack o f good birth
control is a political question, not just
a personal problem and all women
should remember just how much their
sisters have suffered for the right NOT
to have children. We are easily manipu
lated and controlled by our desire to
control our fertility.
This first article will deal with basic
information on the Pill, its use and
abuse and some general information.
The second article will deal with the

The Pill appears to work in several
different ways to prevent conception
and pregnancy:

politics o f side-effects, how women
are used and exploited in drug re
search. Finally, there will be an
article on the MAP which is now used
regularly in New Zealand, its use and
abuse and the present position on its
status. This article will also deal with
the whole question o f DES and the
women now exposed to cancer from
this drug.

The Common Pill!
Basically there are two main types o f
BCP available in NZ.

1. By acting on the pituitary/ovarian
axis to prevent or inhibit ovulation.
In this way women on the Pill do not
ovulate at all. Detailed explanation o f
this process can be found in “ Our
Bodies OurSelves” and “ The Birth
Control Handbook.”
2. By altering the character and pro
duction o f cervical mucus which
inhibits the movement o f the sperm
into the uterus.
3. By modifying the tubal transport o f
the egg. This is very little under
stood but it is thought that the Pill
may in some way prevent the egg from
moving out o f the fallopian tubes into
the uterus.
4. By affecting the endometrium
(uterine lining) and thus preventing
implantation. Again the mechanics o f
this is not really understood. The first
two methods act prior to conception,
while the latter acts after conception.
This raises interesting questions about
our definition o f abortion under NZ
law (the same applies with the IUD
and MAP).

1. Combined Pill.
Contains both estrogen (oestrogen)
and progesterone and is the most effect
ive method o f reversible birth control.
A woman takes the pills for three
weeks follow ed by a week without
pills (some brands supply dummy
pills during this week.) Different
brands have different doses o f the
hormones. This type o f pill is the
best for women who have a variety o f
side-effects (see next article - September
issue).

2. Sequential Pill.
These are high oestrogenic pills.
Each month’s supply contains some
pills containing only oestrogen to be
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The ‘M ini’ Pill.
The BCP has been around for about
15 years now and in the last 8 particu
larly, there have been suggestions o f
long term side-effects. This led to
women being less keen to use the BCP
and the drug companies, which in the
US make about $120 million out o f it
a year, attempted to find a type o f pill
more acceptable to consumers. They
came up with the ‘ mini’ pill which
contains only progestogen. It was test
ed on only 3000 women prior to its
release for general use. The mechanism
o f its action is unknown but it is believ
ed to act on the endometrium in such
a way as to prevent implantation, or

by inhibiting the pituitary gland and
preventing the release o f the egg in the
ovary. There is no clinical evidence
that the ‘ mini’ pill is safer for the user
but for some women it is less o f a
hassle.

Adverse Reactions to ‘mini’ Pill.
Oedema-swelling o f the tissues due to
fluid retention.
Amenorrhea - stopping or complete
absence o f menstruation.
Weight changes.
Change in cervical erosion.
Change in cervical secretions.
Cholestatic jaundice (yellow pigmenta
tion o f the skin).
Allergic rash.
Depression.
Breast Changes.
Skin changes (i.e. acne).
Hirsutism - abnormal change in/growth
o f facial or body hair.
Migraine headache.

HOODLORD^
- i 've.
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to. It is thought they may cause liver
problems, malighancy in the breasts or
genital organs, otherwise the contra
indications are as for other BCP.

Missing Pills.
It is important that you take any type
o f BCP as regularly as possible. If you
miss a combination pill, take it within
24 hours. If you miss two or more pills,
particularly if you have naturally short
cycles (20-24 days), or if the pills
missed are in the first half o f your
cycle, you should use another sort o f
contraceptive (con dom and foam ) as
w ell as continuing to take your pill.
D O N ’ T stop taking your pill but
remember that you are not protected
until Vfc-way into the next cycle.

R E M E M B E R If you are vomiting or
having diarrhoea it will affect the
absorption o f the Pill and may mean
that you are not protected. Many
women keep a spare pack o f the Pill
handy and take the same pill again
when the vomiting or diarrhoea has
finished.

Y o u c a n n o t m iss M in i P ills,
S e q u e n tia l Pills o r T a ilo r -m a d e
Pills.

Many women experience some spotting
in the first few m onths.
D o n ’ t s t o p ta k in g y o u r p ill.
However, if it continues, see your
doctor. Y ou may need a different type
o f pill (probably more progesterone).
If you get spotting after having taken
the Pill for a while see your doctor.
Don’t stop taking your pill.

Missing Periods.
Many women lose less b lood during
menstruation while on the Pill.
Some women do not have periods at
all while on the Pill. If your periods
stop, check with your doctor but it
may mean nothing. If you miss two
periods have a pregnancy test, but it
may just be your individual reaction
to the Pill.

T h e I n je c t io n .
It is now possible to get a contraceptive
injection every 3 (sometimes 6)
months: these contain progesterone.
They stop periods in most women or
give only very irregular ones, which
some women find very hard to adjust

You are not safe for the first cycle on
the Pill (this is one whole packet; the
manufacturers say for 14 days, but
in reality you should use other
contraceptives for the first cycle if
•you want to be protected).
There is no point in having a ‘rest’
on the Pill. In my own experience
the com m on result is pregnancy or
at least a lot o f worry: The most
fertile time after pill use is the third
month and it is often at this time
that women who are having a rest
get pregnant. Women with very
irregular periods who definitely
want to get pregnant at some stage
in their lives may find it more
sensible to use some other form o f
contraceptive as they may have
some (in some cases considerable)
problems in getting pregnant.
Some women (1%) will not have re
established their periods up to six
months after stopping the Pill. Most
women conceive in the third month
after stopping the Pill but y ou may
take longer or alternatively get
pregnant very quickly. If you stop
taking the Pill and don’t want to get
pregnant straight away use some
other form o f contraceptive.

Advantages of the Pill.

Spotting.

The ‘ mini’ Pill does have a higher fail
ure rate than the BCP because o f a
higher u ser failure rate. It m u st b e
ta k e n a t th e sa m e tim e e a c h d a y .
(there is a margin o f about 2 hours).
One missed Pill, or one taken late, and
the user is not protected from preg
nancy. Failure rate is given at 3-8%.
The best time to take this pill for good
protection appears to be about 5 hours
before intercourse (presuming that
y o u ’re the kind o f person who has
intercourse at the same time every
time). This pill is good for :
Breast feeding mothers (fewer
adverse reactions passed on through
the milk).
Women who can’t tolerate oestrogen.

Beginning and Ending.

Nausea.
You may experience nausea, sickness,
stomach ache etc on the Pill. If this
persists you may need another brand
o f Pill.
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Reliable
Convenient
Small periods, less premenstrual
symptoms, less pain.
Improved muscle tone.
Delayed menopause.
Generally reversible.
Improved periods, with less pain even
after pill is stopped.

All prescriptions o f the Pill must be
obtained from a doctor. Some doctors
will at this stage give you an adequate
check over, however many do not.
Listed below are some o f the things
the doctor should do.
1. Obtain from you a com plete
medical history o f you and your
family especially you r mother and
sisters. This is a check for any famil
ial contra-indications like b lood
pressure, thrombosis etc.
2. An internal pelvic examination
is done on women who have already
had intercourse. This should not be
painful and “ Our Bodies Ourselves”
carries a detailed description as
does “ The Birth Control Handbook” .
3. A breast examination should be
carried out and the doctor should
show you h ow to do this for your
self.
4. Take a Pap smear (for cancer).
Again this is not painful and is very
quick.
5. Check you r blood pressure.
6. Do a b lood test. TTiere may be a
history o f diabetes (or something
else) in your family which will
affect the choice o f contraceptive
given to you.
7. Check you r weight.
It is important that you continue to
have regular health checks. Your
b lood pressure should be checked
every six months, and you should
have a thorough check every year
(some doctors will laugh at this and
say you only need one every tw o/
three/four years. However most
sources suggest that once a year is
absolutely necessary if real problems
are to be avoided). You must have
a Pap smear once a year.
It is advisable to do a breast exam
ination once a month (it is best
to do it after your period). For the
first few months you should concen
trate on learning what your breasts
are like as breasts change a great
deal each month and over a longer
period. If you don ’t know h ow to
do an examination see your
doctor or contact your nearest
feminist group. Someone there will
be able to show you.

[ s e m in a r 1
Rape - the Myth and the Reality
24th July 9.30 am to 3 pm
Trades Hall, 147 Gt. North Road
Registration - $1.50 to
N.O.W. Box 2940, Auckland.
Bring lunch. Tea and Coffee free.
Please try and register
before the day.

Risk o f death with various contraceptive methods
Women aged 20-34

Women aged 34-44

1,000,000 users/year

Methods

Pregnancies

IU D
BCP
Diaphragm
Rhythm
Pregnancy

30,000
5,000
120,000
240,000
1,000,000

Deaths
Deaths
Due to
Due to
Pregnancy Method
7
1
27
55
228

These women should not
use the Pill:
1. Women with a history o f clots,
thrombosis, retinal vessel disorder.
Varicose veins are usually alright
unless they are the type which get very
much worse just before you r period.
Pill users have lO x the normal chance
o f a b lood clot.
2. Women with liver diseases. Don’t
use the Pill if you have hepatitis or
jaundice. A blood test will show
whether your liver is O.K.
3. Women who have had cancer o f
the cervix, uterus or breast.
4. Women with otosclerosis or cystic
fibrosis.

These women should only
use the Pill under
supervision:
1. Women with high blood pressure,
5% o f all women show an increase in
blood pressure while on the pill.
2. Women with any type o f heart
disease.
3. Women who get serious migraine
headaches, or who have epilepsy or
depression.
4. Women with fibroids o f the
uterus.
5. Women who are diabetics or who
have a family history o f this.
6. Women who have been menstru
ating for less than tw o years or who
have very irregular menstrual cycles.

Report to your doctor if
you get:
Sudden Chest Pain.
Blurred Vision.
Calf Swelling Or Pain.
Sudden Severe Headaches.
Remember the Pill is still the most
reliable type o f contraception avail
able (see chart below ). Many women
find it totally acceptable. I have
been using it for nearly 5 years
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?
13
0
0
-

Deaths
Deaths
Due to
Due to
Total Pregnancy Method

Total

17
3
69
135
576

?
37
69
135
576

?
14
27
55
228

?
34
0
0
-

(Nordiol 21) without any real trouble
(minor fluid retention), and I fully
intend to continue to use it since
the risks o f pregnancy and the
unknown problems o f other fully
effective contraceptive techniques
outweigh any discouragement gained
in working on these articles. What
we do need is information. We
have to give each woman the chance
to weigh up for herself the evidence;
all women have the right to this
basic information, the chance to
make an informed decision, the
chance to be aware o f the side
effects, so that symptoms will not be
ignored and adequate medical care
can be demanded from knowledge.

Do Not Live In Fear O f The
Pill. Find a good doctor so that you
can ask questions and get answers.

Effectiveness
Method

Theoretical
Failure

Oral contraceptives 0

•UD

1.5-8

Condom
Diaphragm & Jelly
Vaginal Spermacides
Rhythm Method
Coitus Interruptus

Method
Failure
.5

1.5-8
10-15
5-20
15-25
15-30
20-30

REFERENCES
Much of the above information was prepared
by the Leichardt Women's Health Centre
for use with women; some also appears in
the publication 'Sexuality' published by
the Australian Union of Students.
The Consumer Institute Booklets; "Contra
ception" (1971) and "H ow to deal with
Contraceptives" (1975) are excellent
source books written for New Zealand
conditions with the extra information
about the actual brands, their dosages,
suitability and success (for other than the
Pill) or failure rate.
"Birth Control Handbook", Chernick D.
and Feingold A., 1973, Montreal Health
Press, Montreal.
"Our Bodies Ourselves," Boston Women's
Health Book Collective, 1971, Simon and
Shuster, New York.
And help from friends and women
throughout New Zealand and from
feminists involved in health overseas.

W om en’s Wednesdays
We would like to announce a new
event in Wellington’s evening entertain
ment. Every Wednesday, from after
work - 5.30 to 10 pm, 41 Vivian Street
is open for wom en to com e and meet,
talk, drink coffee, eat the humble fare
provided (at a humble price) or what
ever snacks they would like to bring,
play games, listen to music and to
invited guest speakers, relax and enjoy
themselves, all for the sum o f 30c.
Inflation will never be the same again.
Come and join us. Bring all your plans
and ideas. We hope to see you soon.
Wellington Feminists.
41 Vivian Street,
WELLINGTON.
Phone 845141 Wednesday or
892257 Enquiries.

Drama Group —
Auckland
The Auckland Women’s Drama
Group is a collective o f feminist
women who produce plays and street
theatre which are intended to expose
and comm ent on Woman’s (and
Man’s) position in society.
Working initially from improvisations
by the women involved, the group
has already produced several short
plays, some o f which were given
lunchtime performances at the Little
Theatre in the new University Arts
Centre. Some “ walking theatre”
was performed to show the position
o f black women in South Africa at
the May 28th Mobilisation against
the All Black Tour. Currently in
production are sketches on abortion
to be performed alongside inform
ation stalls and pickets on abortion
at shopping centres on Friday nights
and Saturday mornings.
A major production is planned for
September - suggestions and assistance
very welcome. The group also has
some videotapes and has access to

video equipment, which it hopes to
use for evaluation, experimentation,
and perhaps a programme to be
broadcast.
The group would like to welcome
more women interested in acting and/
or “ backstage” . With more people
we can extend the range and depth o f
our drama. We’re all amateurs, so
far, and we’re learning as we go, so
don’t feel shy. At present we
rehearse at the Women’s Centre,
125 Ponsonby Rd, on Saturday
mornings from 10am. For further
information please phone Glenda
Northey: Home 503-058, Work:
74740 ext 9419.

Dunedin Collective for
W om an
The fortnightly newsletter is still
appearing regularly but since it is
supported entirely by donations we
would like to remind people that their
donations would be particularly wel
com e in these days o f inflation. There
are three small groups meeting regular
ly: tw o for consciousness raising and
another to discuss mainly theory o f
radical feminism. Five o f us have been
putting together an appointment cal
endar with fifty-three pages about
women o f the past: protesters,
feminists, artists, writers, pioneers,
etc... and events o f importance to
women. It should be in the shops by
September, in time to send overseas as
Christmas presents.
Some o f us, together with the Work
ing Women’ s Alliance, are planning a
wom en’s refuge, but the refuge is to
be independent o f both organisations.
The Collective, in conjunction with the
Dept, o f University Extension, has
started a six-term wom en’s studies
course, given in the evening in order to
be accessible to all women in the
community. During the first term,
anthropology and history, over forty
enrolled. The second term is offering
six sessions and a workshop on \yomen
and the Media, and five sessions on
Women and Literature. During the
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third term, we will be offering a series
on Women and Politics.
The child-care centre which received
$5000 from IWY Committee is due to
start with 20 children in its first stage,
in September, with the active participa
tion o f some members o f the Collect
ive. The training college is providing
premises and training facilities; in the
long term, the scheme will be com plet
ed by catering for 100 children in
family child-care homes, while retain
ing the nucleus o f the pre-school at
training college.
The Collective would like to branch
out into a feminist bookshop cum
drop-in centre; we’re still looking for
suitable premises.
Address: P.O. Box 446, Dunedin.
Business meeting: 15th o f the month,
19 Frame Street.

Classified Advertisements
IWY cards for sale. The Tauranga IWY
committee has cards for sale showing
the IWY symbol in black on the front
and the message “ Equality Develop
ment Peace” on the inside. Send $1
for 20 cards and envelopes to
Ms Margaret J. List, Secretary, Tauranga
IWY Committee, 38 Eaton Orescent,
Tauranga.
___________________
Self-help and self-examination film
for hire. For more information and
rates write to P.O. Box 47-261 or
phone Sharyn Cederman 760 984

__

Books for sale. We have available
“ Abortion: The Bobigny Affair” $5.70
“ Lament for Ariadne” poetry by
Rachael Me Alpine $3.95 hbk or
$2.50 pbk, “ Against the Softness o f
Women” poetry by Jan Kemp $4.50
hbk or $3.20 pbk. Send to Broadsheet
P.O. Box 47-261, Auckland.
Women’s Small Press Book Club,
Box 9279, Long Beach, California
90810 USA. Exciting New Reading. .
Send for free newsletter.
__ ______
Car stickers, help publicise Broad
sheet, send to P.O. Box 47-261 for
free stickers. State number wanted.

AUCKLAND
Auckland Women's Centre,
Rape Crisis Centre,
125 Ponsonby Road,
Auckland.
Phone 764-755
Halfway House (Auckland)
P.O. Box 47-157,
Auckland.
Ph. 767-635
N.O.W.,
P.O. Box 2946,
Auckland.
W.E.L.,
P.O. Box 17021,
Greenlane.
The Council for the Single
Mother and her Child,
P.O. Box 47090,
Ponsonby.
Ph. 760-476
ALRANZ,
P.O. Box 47-169,
Ponsonby.

CHRISTCHURCH
Women's Union,
9 Ferry Rd,
Christchurch 1.
women's Refuge Centre,
Contact Ph: 558-546
554-746
559-965
WEL
P,0. Box 1798
Christchurch
Ph. 389-527
N.O.W.,
P.O. Box 2720,
Christchurch.
Phone 841-728
Canterbury University Feminists,
Student Union Building,
Private Bag,
Christchurch.
Christchurch Feminists,
51 Brown's Road,
Christchurch.
Phone 554-746
A L R A N Z,
P.O. Box 13-129,
Armargh St,
Christchurch.
United Womens Convention 1977
P.O. Box 913,
Christchurch.

ALRANZ,
P.O. Box 1289,
Dunedin.
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Contact:-

Feminist/Socialist Study Groups

GISBORNE

A LR A N Z,
P.O. Box 380,
Tokoroa.

Mary Hancock,
15 Chambers Street,
Napier.

N.O.W.,
3 Dickson Street,
Gisborne.

UPPER HUTT

Gisborne Feminists,
21 Wellington Street,
Gisborne.

N.O.W.,
18 Cruickshank Road,
Upper Hutt.

NELSON

Women's Electoral Lobby,
C/- Penny Isherwood (Secretary)
22 Elm Street
GISBORNE

A LR A N Z,
P.O. Box 476,
Nelson.

WELLINGTON

NEW PLYMOUTH

NOW,
P.O. Box 9090,
Courtenay Place,
Wellington.

Women's Action
Jill Woodd
Margaret Scott
Greta Jackson

SHE & Circle,
P.O. Box 427,
Wellington.
Phone 851-540 848-626

Phone: 84670

GREYMOUTH
ALRANZ
P.O. Box 421,
Greymouth

Group
- 35981
- 34016
- 36377

New Plymouth Women's Centre
Ph. 79532
Hours 10 am - 3 pm weekdays

W tL ,
7 Domain Tee,
Karoro,
Greymouth.

62 Vivian Street,
New Plwmouth.
A L R A N Z,
P.O. Box 5006,
Westown,
New Plymouth.

HAMILTON
H.O.W.,
P.O. Box 350,
Hamilton.

PALMERSTON NORTH

Hamilton Feminists
P.O. Box 751,
Hamilton.

Gay Women's Group,
P.O. Box 1482,
Palmerston North.

A L R A N Z,
P.O. Box 1248,
Hamilton.

Palmerston North Women's
Liberation,
38 Kimberly Grove,
Palmerston North.

WEL (Waikato)
P.O. Box 9581,
Hamilton North
Ph 59-333
Rooms: top floor.
Public Trust Building,
Victoria St,
Mon-Fri 10am-2pm

A L R A N Z,
P.O. Box 639,
Palmerston North.

ROTORUA

Waikato Abortion Action

A L R A N Z,
P.O. Box 19-052,
Wellington.
W .E .L ,
Room 2, 2nd Floor,
Majestic Theatre Building,
Willis Street, Wellington.
Box 11-285,
Manners Street.
Phone 739-321
(Weekdays 10.00 am - 2.00 pm)
Herstory Press,
P.O. Box 3871,
Wellington.
Ph. 847-583
Working Women's Alliance
P.O. Box 9012,
Wellington.
Wellington Feminists,
38 Wright St,
Newtown,
Wellington.
Ph: 858-534
Wellington Feminist Collective
C/- Women's Centre,
P.O. Box 3871,
Wellington.
Ph 842 222 about meetings.

Committee.
Ph Hamilton 85716

W.E.L.,
91 A Eruera Street,
Rotorua.

N API ER/H ASTI NGS

WEL,
68 Kingswood Rd,
Tauranga.
Ph 63-172

W.O.N.A. A.C.,
P.O. Box 2669,
Wellington.

TE AWAMUTU

Kidsarus,
P.O. Box 3871,
Ph:
847-583
728-250

TAURANGA

NOW,
ALRANZ,
P.O. Box 1222,
Hastings.

Te Awamutu Feminists,
111 Hazel mere Cres,
Te. Awamutu.
or Phone Carol Jeffcoat 4320
Jill O 'Dw ir 7249
Jenny Mossier 6334

LOWER HUTT

DUNEDIN

Hutt Valley Feminists
c/- 3 Taka Grove,
Normandale,
Lower Hutt.

Dunedin Collective for Woman,
P.O. Box 446,
Dunedin.
Phone 374-90

MARLBOROUGH

Working Women's Alliance
20 Gillespie Street,
Dunedin

NOW Marlborough
47 New Renwick Rd,
Blenheim.

TOKOROA
W.E.L.,
28 Clyde Street,
Tokoroa.
Phone 654-74

40

Socialist Feminist Study Group,
3 Kennedy Street,
Mt. Victoria,
Wellington.
Media Women's Action Group
Hilary Sinclair,
22 Warwick St,
Wellington

WHANGAREI
N.O.W.,
P.O. Box 1313,
Whangarei.

These back issues of Broadsheet still available for 40c each.
Full set o f back issues $6

broadsheet

No.21 August 1974 Violence against women.
Demolishing the myths about rape, wife
battering, self defence. Also non-sexist infant
readers in Albania.
No.22 September 1974 A complete .ssue on
women in the arts in New Zealand. Articles on
New Zealand women writers, Katherine Mans
field, Robin White, Sue Holmes, Phoebe Meikle
and others.

No.23 October 1974. Women in advertising.
No.25 December 1974 Women,and
Models, airline a*, .ertising, TV advertisements, Religion. A feminist in a Muslim Country,
working in the freezing works.
women in the Catholic church. Virgin Mary
or fallen women.
No.24 November 1974 Aging and Older
No.26 January 1975 The Breast Cancer
Women. Interview with Freda Cook, old
Report, The Politics of Pregnancy, home
people in psychiatric hospitals, turning
delivery, women singers, penis envy, sexist
thirty.
saunas.

No. 28 April 1975 How a cohabiting contract
works, getting separated. Why I Want A Wife,
feminism in the USA.
No.29 May 1975. Chinese women, interview
Robin Morgan, the problems of becoming a
woman lawyer,.!UD's, separatism.

No.30 June 1975 Hospital Amendments Act,
payment for housework, consciousness
raising, more on IWY, Vietnamese women.
No.31 July 1975 Christchurch Women's
Centre, how Broadsheet operates, abortion
counselling, Greer, Reid on IWY, Sue Kedgley
on New Zealand.

No.34 November 1975 Solo mothers,
mother's benefit, more photos,demystifying
parliament, Muldoon, separatism revisited.
No.35 December 1975 Home Delivery,
fiction and book reviews, the Bobigny
abortion trial in France, baby wage, hating
housework.

No.36 January 1976 I UD's, the politics of
housework, feminists bringing up daughters,
unemployment benefit, reports of radical
feminist caucus.
No.37 March 1976 Masturbation, interview
with radical lesbian feminist Charlotte Bunch,
female law students, Copper I UD's.

Send this form to:
P .O . Box 47261, Auckland

Broadsheet Special $1 52 page booklet containing
articles like: Robin Morgan "Lesbianism and
Feminism", Jo Freeman "The Tyranny of
Structurelessness", Beverly Fisher "Put your
money where your Movement is". Six articles
in all and pages of photographs. Invaluable for
discussion groups and women's studies.

Please send me the following:
Quantity
Price
[

Your name
Address . .

No.32 September 1975 Mastectomies, report
on United Women's Convention, female
offenders, report of Select Committee on
Women's Rights.
No.33 October 1975 Rape, Dorothy Jelicich,
the morality of abortion, photos from
competition, women and politics.

I Subscription at $6

1

]

Overseas subscriptions $US8

~1 Broadsheet special at $1
LHH
__ H Back issues at 40c each
1
1
N o s .......................................
Poster of December cover at 50c

